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 ABSTRACT 
Interstitial Telomere Sequences Disrupt Break Induced Replication 
Elizabeth Anne Stivison 
 
Break Induced Replication (BIR), a mechanism by which cells heal one-ended double-
strand breaks, involves the invasion of a broken strand of DNA into a homologous template, and 
the copying of tens to hundreds of kilobases from the site of invasion to the telomere using a 
migrating D-loop. Here we show that if BIR encounters an interstitial telomere sequence (ITS) 
placed in its path, BIR terminates at the ITS 12% of the time, with the formation of a new 
telomere at this location. We find that the ITS can be converted to a functional telomere by 
either direct addition of telomeric repeats by telomerase, or by homology-directed repair using 
natural telomeres. This termination and creation of a new telomere is promoted by Mph1 
helicase, which is known to disassemble D-loops. We also show that other sequences that have 
the potential to form new telomeres, but lack the unique features of a perfect telomere 
sequence, do not terminate BIR at a significant frequency in wild-type cells. However, these 
sequences can cause chromosome truncations if BIR is made less processive by loss of Pol32 
or Pif1. These findings together indicate that features of the ITS itself, such as secondary 
structures and telomeric protein binding, pose a challenge to BIR and increase the vulnerability 
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Glossary of Abbreviations and Terms Used 
 
Term Meaning 
ALT Alternative lengthening of telomeres. BIR-like method used by 
telomerase survivors to maintain telomere length. 
BIR Break induced replication 
dHJ Double holiday junction 
D-loop Displacement loop. Created when single-stranded DNA invades a duplex 
and binds to the homologous sequence, and displacing one strand. 
DSB Double-strand break 
DSBR Double-strand break repair 
dsDNA Double-stranded DNA 
G4 G quadruplex. A secondary helical structure formed in some G-rich 
single-strand DNA. Can be stabilized by hoogsteen base pairing between 
four guanines. 
Gal Galactose. Used to induce expression of proteins under the control of a 
galactose-inducible promoter 
GC Gene conversion, DNA repair of two-ended breaks by copying sequence 
from homologous template 
HDR Homology directed repair 
HO Enzyme used to induce DSB. In this system under control of galactose 
promoter  
HO-cs Cutsite for HO 
HR Homologous recombination 
ITS Interstitial telomere sequence. A tract of telomeric DNA sequence outside 
the telomere. The ITS inserted in this thesis is (TGTGTGGG)8. 
Mph1 Helicase involved in disassembling D-loops. Human homolog: FANCM 
NHEJ Non-homologous end joining 
Pif1 Helicase involved in telomere maintenance, BIR processivity, and DSB 
repair signaling. Human homolog: PIF1 
Pol delta Polymerase involved in lagging strand synthesis and DNA repair. Primary 
polymerase used during BIR.  
Pol32 Subunit of pol delta required for processivity in BIR. Human homolog: 
POLD3 
SDSA Synthesis-dependent strand annealing 
SSA Single-strand annealing 
SSB Single-strand break 
ssDNA Single-stranded DNA 




Cells that maintain their telomeres in the absence of telomerase, typically 
using a recombination-based method. In yeast, can be type I or II 
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Telomere Sequences at the ends of all eukaryotic chromosomes that protect the 
DNA from the end replication problem, and from being recognized as a 
DSB. 
TG or telomeric 
repeats 
Telomeric sequence. In yeast TG(1-3) 
TLC1 The RNA template component of telomerase. Human homolog: hTERC 
Type I survivors Telomerase survivors that maintain their telomeres by expansion of Y’ 
elements. 
Type II survivors Telomerase survivors that maintain their telomeres by expansion of 
telomeric sequences. 
Y’ element Sequences on many yeast chromosomes just internal to the telomeric 
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1-1 DNA Damage  
DNA damage occurs frequently throughout cell growth and division, and can be caused 
by external factors such as radiation, and internal factors such as free radicals produced by 
metabolism. Damage can also be caused by DNA replication stress, such as depleted dNTP 
pools or activation of oncogenes causing cells to proceed into mitosis before the completion of 
DNA replication. The cell may encounter a wide variety of DNA damage, including damaged 
bases, abasic sites, protein adducts, crosslinked strands of DNA, single strand breaks, and 
double-strand breaks (DSBs), each with their own set of risks to the cell. By some estimates, 
human cells may have to deal with 105 DNA lesions every day (Hoeijmakers 2009).  
Mishandling of DNA damage by the cell can threaten the integrity of the genome and 
cause genomic instability. Because of the danger of unrepaired and incorrectly repaired DNA 
damage, cells must repair all damage quickly and accurately. To achieve this, cells have 
evolved mechanisms specifically to deal with all types of DNA damage. The importance of these 
pathways can be seen in human diseases, as defects in DNA repair contribute to many human 
pathologies. Neurodegenerative diseases like Parkinson’s and Huntington’s, neurological 
disorders like Ataxia Telangiectasia and Xeroderma Pigmentosa, developmental disorders like 
Trichothiodystrophy, most cancers, and even normal and premature aging all have links to DNA 
repair, or are caused by defects in DNA repair (Pinto et al. 2013; Long et al. 2017; Colnaghi et 
al. 2011; Welcsh and King 2001; Kulkarni and Wilson 2008; Hoeijmakers 2009). DSBs are 
particularly toxic to a cell, and will be the focus of this thesis. If DSBs are left unrepaired, they 
can result in cell death, and if repaired incorrectly, they can result in mutations, from point 





1-2 Checkpoint Activation 
DNA damage checkpoints exists at various stages of the cell cycle, which when 
activated arrest cell growth and division to allow time for the damage to be corrected (Ciccia and 
Elledge 2010). During these checkpoint arrests, dedicated DNA damage machinery is activated 
to heal the damage (Figure 1-2).  
Cells can activate checkpoints at three times during their cell cycle depending on when 
the damage is found and what type of damage is found. The G1/S checkpoint which will prevent 
the cell from beginning the DNA synthesis of S phase and in yeast, can be activated by loss of 
mtDNA (Crider et al. 2012) or UV irradiation that occurs in G1 (Gerald, Benjamin, and Kron 
2002). The intra S phase checkpoint, which will slow DNA replication during S phase, can be 
activated in response to replication stress including depleted dNTP pools, polymerase inhibition, 
and damaged forks (Zou 2013). The G2/M checkpoint will hold cells in mitosis preventing 
anaphase from occurring until the damage is repaired (Finn, Lowndes, and Grenon 2012). Most 
of the DNA repair discussed in this thesis occurs during this checkpoint.  
In order for the checkpoints to be activated and repair to happen, damage must first be 
sensed. DSBs in particular can be sensed in two ways: sensing broken ends, or sensing single 
stranded DNA (ssDNA). The signaling is mediated by the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase-like 
protein kinases (PIKKs) family of proteins, which includes Tel1 (ATM in mammals), Mec1 (ATR 
in mammals) and DNA-PK which only exists in higher eukaryotes, and is involved in regulating 
end-joining by its interaction with Ku proteins. End joining will be discussed briefly in the next 
section but will not be the focus of this thesis.  
In the first case, sensing DNA ends, Tel1 is recruited to a DSB by the MRX complex, 
explained in more detail in the next section. Tel1 is then able to set off a cascade of signaling. In 
the second case, sensing ssDNA, ssDNA is created after the cell has begun processing the 
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DSB, and this ssDNA is recognized by Mec1 which can in turn set off its signal cascade. Both 
pathways converge on the activation of Rad53 (CHK2 in mammals) (Oh and Symington 2018). 
Activation of Rad53 has many effects, including upregulation the dNTP synthesis. It is this effect 
of Rad53 that makes the protein essential to cells, but Rad53 can be deleted in cells by 
compensating for this role by also deleting SML1 which normally down regulates the 
ribonucleotide reductase pathway required for dNTP synthesis.  
The phosphorylation and activation of Pif1 is also a hallmark of Rad53 activation. Pif1 
removes telomerase from DSBs so that they can be correctly repaired (Schulz and Zakian 
1994). Pif1 has a mitochondrial form as well that functions in maintenance of mtDNA. The two 
forms of Pif1 use different start codons and can be separated experimentally by mutating one or 
the other start codons (Wellinger and Zakian 2012; Geronimo and Zakian 2016; Schulz and 
Zakian 1994), 
Figure 1-2 Schematic of the DNA Damage Response 
 Showing cascade of events from sensing damage to downstream effects.  
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1-3 Homologous Recombination 
 1-3.1 NHEJ vs HR 
Once cells encounter DNA damage, they can use one of two main pathways for 
repairing DSBs: non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), or homologous recombination (HR). 
NHEJ involves binding of the ends by Ku proteins, and the direct ligation of broken DNA ends 
by the DNA ligase IV complex and is more common in G1, and also more common in higher 
eukaryotes (Chiruvella, Liang, and Wilson 2013; Daley et al. 2005).  NHEJ will not be addressed 
in depth in this thesis.  
Homologous recombination, aspects of which will be the focus of this thesis, involves the 
use of a homologous DNA sequence as a template for repair, and is more common in S and 
G2, when identical sister chromatids are available as homologous templates, and resection 
machinery is active (Krogh and Symington 2004; Symington and Gautier 2011). Most of the 
details of these pathways were discovered in yeast, and the yeast proteins will be referred to in 
this thesis unless specified.  
 
1-3.2 Steps of Homologous Pathways 
Homologous recombination can be further divided into sub-pathways, classical double 
strand break repair (DSBR), synthesis dependent strand annealing (SDSA), single strand 
annealing (SSA), and break-induced replication (BIR). All of these HR processes can produce 
different outcomes, but they all begin with end resection, which creates a 3’ overhang on either 
side the break site that can then be used in the next step to search for a homologous template 
for repair (Sun, Treco, and Szostak 1991; White and Haber 1990). The creation of the 3’ 
overhang also commits the cell to HR rather than NHEJ (Symington and Gautier 2011). 
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Resection begins with recruitment of the MRX/N complex, Mre11, Rad50, and Xrs2 
(Nbs1 in humans) to the break. MRX, when activated by Sae2, initiates resection by using the 
endonuclease activity of Mre11 to create a nick some distance internal to the break and 
resecting towards the break using the 3’ - 5’ exonuclease activity of Mre11 (Lisby et al. 2004; 
Mimitou and Symington 2009; Garcia et al. 2011; Cannavo and Cejka 2014). Exo1 and/or 
Dna2/Sgs1 continue resecting the 5’ terminated strand for several kb away from the break site 
(Mimitou and Symington 2008; Zhu et al. 2008; Gravel et al. 2008). These single stranded 3’ 
overhangs that are left after resection are then coated in replication protein A (RPA) to protect 
the strands and prevent secondary structure formation (Symington 2016).  
In the absence of Mre11 nuclease, at clean breaks lacking protein adducts, resection is 
slowed though not abolished, indicating that Exo1 and Dna2/Sgs1 can substitute for Mre11. A 
more severe delay is observed in the absence of. MRX because of MRX is important to recruit 
the long range resection machinery (Gobbini et al. 2018; Moreau, Morgan, and Symington 2001; 
Shim et al. 2010). At dirty breaks, with protein bound ends, such as Spo11 bound breaks in 
meiosis, loss of any of the MRX components, Mre11 nuclease activity, or Sae2, completely 
blocks resection (Mimitou and Symington 2009). 
After end resection, the three HR pathways begin to diverge (Figure 1-3.2). Here, SSA 
can only occur if there are repeated sequences on either side of the break that are exposed 
during resection. In this case Rad52 can mediate the direct annealing of the complementary 
ssDNA regions corresponding to the repeats. Nonhomologous tails are then removed by the 
Rad1/Rad10 flap endonuclease complex and the remaining gaps can be filled in in by DNA 
synthesis and ligation (Fishman-Lobell and Haber 1992; Ivanov and Haber 1995). Because one 
of the repeats and the intervening sequence are deleted, the SSA mechanism is always 
mutagenic. SSA is independent of Rad51. 
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DSBR and SDSA on the other hand proceed into homology search and strand invasion, 
which requires the loading of Rad51 -the eukaryote homologue of RecA- by Rad52 onto the 
ssDNA. This DNA/Rad51 filament can then search for a homologous duplex of DNA, using the 
ability of Rad51 to match triplets of DNA (Lee et al. 2015). In addition to its role in pairing 
homologous DNA, Rad51 also has strand exchange activity so once matched, the broken 3’ end 
will displace one strand of the homologous duplex creating a displacement loop, or D-loop. This 
process is known as strand invasion (Haber 2018). DNA synthesis can then be initiated from the 
newly paired 3’ end. Any non-homologous DNA on the 3’ end of the invading strand must be 
removed by Rad1/Rad10, or the proofreading functions of the polymerase before new DNA 
synthesis can begin (Fishman-Lobell and Haber 1992; Jin et al. 2005; Pâques and Haber 1997). 
In DSBR, the other 3’ end of the broken DNA molecule finds the corresponding 
homology in the displaced strand of the D-loop so that both ends of the break are interacting 
with the homologous duplex (Szostak et al. 1983). This creates a double Holliday junction (dHJ) 
(Holliday 2007) and can result in crossover or non-crossover products depending on how the 
junctions are resolved or dissolved. Non-crossovers can be formed by “dissolving” the dHJ, 
without cleaving, where the two Holliday junctions are moved closer and closer together by the 
helicase Sgs1, until the crossed strands are released. The dHJ can also be cleaved by 
resolvases such as Mus81- Mms4 or Yen1, to generate crossover or non-crossover products 
depending on which strands of the dHJ are cleaved (Wyatt and West 2014). A crossover 
outcome may be mutagenic, or may be the desired outcome. In meiosis for example, 
crossovers are favored to create genetic diversity. 
In SDSA in contrast to DSBR, only one 3’ end of the break is involved in a strand 
invasion event and DNA synthesis. As the name implies, after the synthesis of DNA, the new 
strand is dissociated by Mph1 helicase (Prakash et al. 2009) and reannealed to the other side of 
the break. This reannealing is carried out by the ssDNA annealing activity of Rad52 (Sugiyama, 
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New, and Kowalczykowski 1998; Shinohara et al. 1998; Morrical 2015). The other end of the 
break is potentially prevented from also invading and forming a dHJ by the anti-Rad51 role of 
Srs2 (Ira et al. 2003). This SDSA process can only result in non-crossover products, since the 
second end is never involved in repair and no crossover cleavage options are available to the 
cell.  
In addition to the DNA damage situations described above, cells may also encounter 
DSBs that arise with only one end, that still need to be repaired. A method to repair one-ended 






Figure 1-3.2 Outcomes of Homologous Recombination  
Shows schematic of the different pathways a DSB may be healed, starting with the creation of a 
DSB (lightning bolt). Image shows NHEJ as one option (top right) or resection started by MRX-
Sae2 (top middle). Following resection, the four different HR pathways with which a break may 
be healed are shown. Left to right: SSA, showing the annealing of complementary sequences 
on either side of the break and loss of sequences in between, SDSA showing dissociation of the 
D-loop and reannealing to the other side of the break, DSBR with formation of dHJ and 
subsequent crossover or non-crossover outcomes, and BIR showing non-reciprocal crossover 




1-4 Break Induced Replication (BIR) 
 1-4.1 One-Ended Breaks 
One-ended DSBs may arise through eroded telomeres, or may be formed during 
replication by a regressed replication forks or replication through a single stranded nick, or loss 
of one end of a two-ended DSB (Figure 1-4.1). One-ended DSBs can be repaired similarly to 
the early steps of HR: resection to create a 3’ overhang, strand invasion at a homologous DNA 
sequence, and DNA synthesis. But because there is no second end of the break to complete 
the repair process, DNA synthesis can continue through the end of the chromosome, or until an 
approaching replication fork collides with the D-loop. This extensive DNA synthesis used to 
repair a one-ended DSB is called Break Induced Replication, or BIR.  
Figure 1-4.1 Schematic of Potential Sources of One-Ended Breaks  
Schematic Includes replication through a nick, regressed forks, Degradation or loss of one end 




1-4.2 History and Relevance of BIR 
BIR was first discovered in phages as recombination dependent DNA duplication where 
it was seen that a break in the DNA could induce replication of the entire phage genome 
(Meselson and Weigle 1961; Mosig 1987). It was also recognized as “break-copy” as a 
mechanism to produce chromosome fragments in yeast (Morrow, Connelly, and Hieter 1997; 
Kreuzer 2000). It has since been identified as a repair mechanism (Bosco and Haber 1998) and 
studied most extensively in budding yeast S. cerevisiae.  
Two hallmarks of the BIR process have been shown to be the dependency on Pol32 
(Lydeard et al. 2007; Deem et al. 2008; Smith, Lam, and Symington 2009) -a subunit of 
polymerase delta that increases its processivity (Burgers and Gerik 1998)- and to a lesser 
degree, its dependence on the Pif1 helicase (Saini et al. 2013; Wilson et al. 2013; Buzovetsky et 
al. 2017; Vasianovich, Harrington, and Makovets 2014). Although POL32 is not essential for 
viability of budding yeast, its homologues are required for proliferation of fission yeast and for 
proper development of animals (MacNeill et al. 1996; Murga et al. 2016). 
A similar process to BIR has been identified in human cells, where it was shown to be 
responsible for certain duplications found in cancer cell lines (Costantino et al. 2014), and for 
replication of fragile sites during early mitosis (Minocherhomji et al. 2015). This mammalian BIR-
like process is dependent on the POLD3, the human homologue of Pol32. Recently, Drosophila 
have also been show to use a BIR-like mechanism dependent on Pol32 and Pif1 to copy more 
than a megabase of DNA to heal one ended chromosome breaks arising from the breakage of a 
dicentric chromosome (Bhandari, Karg, and Golic 2019).  
One particular case of single ended DSB repair via BIR, is maintenance of eroded 
telomeres by a mechanism known as alternative lengthening of telomeres, or ALT.  ALT will be 
discussed in detail in section 1-6 of this chapter. 
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1-4.3 Models Used to Study BIR 
In order to study BIR, cells need to reliably encounter single-ended DSBs, which means 
researchers must create situations where single-ended DSBs are formed. Over the years many 
creative systems have been invented to solve this problem and study BIR. The systems can be 
categorized as either chromosome fragment and plasmid-based systems, or chromosomal 
systems (Figure 1-4.3).  
Dunn et al. (1984) were the first to show a BIR like event in eukaryotic cells. They 
showed that upon transformation, a plasmid fragment containing homology to subtelomeric Y’ 
elements could obtain a full telomere by recombination (Dunn et al. 1984).  A similar method 
was used to specifically study BIR by Morrow et al. in 1997 (Morrow, Connelly, and Hieter 
1997). In this study, a chromosome fragment containing a centromere, homology to 
chromosome III on one end, and homology to a Y’ element on the other was transformed into 
yeast. From this transformation they recovered a stable chromosome product that had 
duplicated all sequences downstream of the site of homology on chromosome III, as well as 
formed a telomere on the other end. This product was created by strand invasion and “break-
copy” replication, or BIR. 
The plasmid/fragment assay was improved upon and used by our lab in 2004 (Davis and 
Symington 2004). In this case, the chromosome fragment still contains homology to 
chromosome III, but contains a tract of telomeric repeats, TG(1-3) instead of the subtelomeric Y’ 
element. This can then undergo de novo telomere addition at that end instead of recombination 
which improves efficiency and specificity of the experiment by requiring recombination at only 
one end. 
Plasmid based assays present some problems, such as transformation efficiency so 






Figure 1-4.3 Schematic of BIR Experimental Systems   
A. Shows an example of a chromosome fragment vector system to study BIR. The purple region 
indicates homology used for strand invasion, the carrots on the other end represent a telomere 
seeding sequence. The products created by BIR are shown below, and show the copying of the 
donor chromosome onto the fragment. B. Shows and example chromosomal system to study 
BIR, showing an inducible break site indicated in red, and homology for strand invasion depicted 
in purple. The products created by BIR are shown below, and show the copying of the donor 






at the mating type (MAT) locus (Malkova, Ivanov, and Haber 1996). In this study they initiated a 
DSB using HO endonuclease, and discovered that although gene conversion happened the 
majority of the time in WT cells, some different products were found in rad51 mutants. These 
mutants showed loss of heterozygosity in the 100kb region downstream of the HO site. They 
concluded this to be Rad51 independent, Rad52 dependent BIR. However, it was later shown 
that this Rad51 independent BIR at the MAT locus was not classical BIR, and instead depended 
on homology between inverted repeats of Ty elements, which can allow folding back of the 
ssDNA (VanHulle et al. 2007). 
While this SSA-like Rad51-independent BIR at the MAT locus has unique features 
specific to areas where inverted repeats allow these events to occur, the MAT locus does still 
provide a useful location to study BIR. The Haber lab has conducted many studies using the 
MAT locus. In 2017 for example, Mehta et al. created a system at the MAT locus where by 
modifying the length of homology on either side of the HO cut site, they could tip the balance 
between GC and BIR one way or the other (Mehta, Beach, and Haber 2017). 
Recent studies of BIR in our lab and others have used different chromosomal systems 
that allow control of the location of both the break site and the donor site. In these systems, the 
break is induced by HO endonuclease at an ectopic HO cut site placed centromeric to non-
essential genes. No homology is made available to the broken segment telomeric to the HOcs 
so the entire fragment is lost. This allows the centromeric end of the DSB to act single ended. 
Invasion in these systems is dictated by the placement of genes or parts of genes that share 
homology. In the systems from our lab, this homology and invasion site specification is achieved 
with a broken LYS2 gene, that creates a 2.2kb overlap with lys on the broken chromosome and 
ys2 on the donor (Donnianni and Symington 2013). Jain et al. created a system reliant on the 
LEU2 gene where an HO cut site in the middle of a LEU2 cassette initiates a break that can 
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either act as one ended or two ended, based on the different placements of le and u2 donors, 
and lead to GC or BIR (Jain et al. 2009). 
 
1-4.4 DNA Synthesis During BIR 
DNA synthesis during BIR has been shown in yeast to occur via a migrating D-loop in 
strand displacement synthesis, rather than establishment of a canonical replication fork (Figure 
1-4.4) (Donnianni and Symington 2013; Saini et al. 2013). This type of DNA synthesis is 
conservative, where all the newly synthesized DNA remains on the formerly broken “recipient” 
chromosome and the template or “donor” chromosome remains unchanged.  
This was shown elegantly by Donnianni and Symington, and Saini et al. who both 
demonstrated that when thymidine analog BrdU is given to cells undergoing BIR and not S 
phase synthesis, it was incorporated only onto the broken chromosome after BIR and not the 
donor chromosome. Donnianni showed this by separating intact chromosomes by pulsed field 
gel electrophoresis and probing with a BrdU antibody, while Saini et al.showed this by excising 
the recipient and the donor from the pulsed field gel and performing DNA combing to visualize 
the BrdU incorporation. These results showing BrdU only in the recipient is in contrast to typical 
semi-conservative replication where the template DNA is split and BrdU would be expected to 
accumulate in both chromosomes.  
Saini et al. provided further evidence for conservative synthesis by studying the 
accumulation of new mutations. They reasoned that if BIR was semi-conservative, mutations 
would then accumulate equally on the donor and recipient chromosome. Instead they found the 
vast majority of mutations in the recipient chromosome, supporting that BIR uses a migrating D-
loop rather than a replication fork.  
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An open question about BIR is how the second strand is synthesized, since BIR is 
conservative. Recent data from our lab shows that polymerase delta synthesizes the majority of 
the second strand (Donnianni et al. 2019 in press). What is still unclear is whether the DNA 
synthesis occurs similar to lagging strand synthesis with several okazaki fragments being laid 
down with just a moderate delay from the first strand synthesis, or if second strand synthesis 
does not start until the first strand synthesis is complete, potentially starting from the distal 3’ 
end.  
Some data suggest the second model is correct, with second strand synthesis occurring 
only after the first strand synthesis is complete. These data include the reliance of BIR on RPA 
which indicates the first strand remains single stranded for an extended period of time (Ruff et 
al. 2016) and the joint molecules formed by long stretches of ssDNA that can be created during 
BIR in the absence of Srs2 helicase (Elango et al. 2017), which again would not occur if second 
strand synthesis occurred closer in time to the first strand.  
When regions around the BIR site are digested by restriction enzymes to detect whether 
the DNA has become double stranded, cutting is delayed in strains undergoing longer distances 
of BIR, indicating that the region remains single stranded longer in strains undergoing longer 
stretches of BIR. This again supports that the second strand is not synthesized until the first 
strand is complete, especially since this product is seen within 30 minutes in gene conversion 






Figure 1-4.4 BIR Occurs by Conservative Synthesis  
Schematic showing two possible methods of DNA synthesis during BIR, conservative via 
migrating D-loop, and semi-conservative via establishment of a canonical replication fork. As 
Donnianni et al. and Saini et al. demonstrated, BIR occurs by the conservative method of DNA 




1-4.5 Protein Requirements for BIR 
Since BIR does not take place in a full replication fork, it does not require all the 
components of traditional DNA replication, but has instead other requirements essential to DNA 
synthesis outside of a replication fork. It was first suggested that the MCM complex was 
required for BIR, based on a decrease in PCR product used to detect BIR in MCM temperature 
sensitive allele strains (Lydeard, Lipkin-Moore, Sheu, et al. 2010) suggesting the BIR DNA 
synthesis was more like traditional replication. However later, it was shown using a different 
system that loss of the MCM complex shows only a mild decrease in BIR products, so is in fact 
not required (Wilson et al. 2013). And as mentioned above, BIR results in conservatively 
synthesized DNA from a migrating D-loop. This has become the generally accepted view of BIR.  
 Polymerase alpha is required for its primase activity (Lydeard et al. 2007), and 
Polymerase delta, which is used preferentially during HR (Maloisel, Fabre, and Gangloff 2008) 
is also required for BIR. In cells containing a mutant form of Polymerase delta, complete BIR 
products failed to be recovered. Instead half crossovers resulting from DNA cleavage after 
strand invasion were found (Smith, Lam, and Symington 2009). One subunit of Polymerase 
delta in particular, Pol32 as mentioned earlier, is essential for BIR but not other processes such 
as gene conversion, though it may be essential for long tract gene conversion. Pol32 increases 
the processivity of Polymerase delta, which is essential in BIR when such long tracts of DNA 
must be synthesized (Lydeard et al. 2007; Deem et al. 2008; Smith, Lam, and Symington 2009). 
There is still some controversy over the role Polymerase epsilon may or may not play in BIR, 
though recent data from our lab show it is not required for BIR and that Polymerase delta in fact 
carries out the majority of DNA synthesis (Donnianni et al. 2019 in press). 
In addition to polymerase requirements, the Pif1 helicase also contributes significantly to 
BIR completion. In 2013, Wilson et al. showed physical evidence for Pif1 contributing to bubble 
migration (D-loop migration) in the form of the appearance of D-loop DNA extension products on 
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a gel that are dependent on the presence of Pif1. Pif1 has a nuclear and a mitochondrial form 
that can be separated experimentally by mutating its start codons. The pif1-m2 mutation 
eliminates the nuclear form of Pif1 while maintaining the mitochondrial form (Schulz and Zakian 
1994). Wilson et al. showed the relevance of Pif1 to BIR by showing that when Pif1 was 
excluded from the nucleus by the pif1-m2 mutation, BIR events decrease dramatically. Instead, 
more mutagenic GCRs stemming from half crossovers arise due to failed BIR. They also 
pointed out that the role of Pif1 in BIR was independent of the role of Pif1 in telomerase 
inhibition (Wilson et al. 2013). This data was confirmed by a simultaneous paper by Saini et al. 
where they show a similar increase in half crossovers in pif1∆ cells that they attribute to failed 
BIR (Saini et al. 2013). In 2014, Vasianovich et al. showed by using a phospho mutant pif1-4A 
that the phosphorylation, not the just presence, of Pif1 is required for BIR (Vasianovich, 
Harrington, and Makovets 2014). More of the mechanism of the role of Pif1 in BIR was 
elucidated by Buzovetsky et al. in 2017 when they showed how Pif1 interacts via its PIP 
sequence with PCNA (Buzovetsky et al. 2017), which is also required for processivity in BIR 
(McVey et al. 2016). In addition to its role in maintaining processivity of the polymerase, Pif1 
also unwinds G quadruplexes that may accumulate in single stranded DNA (Dahan et al. 2018).  
In addition to the DNA synthesis components described above, HR protein Rad51 is 
required for BIR. In the absence of Rad51 there can be no strand invasion events and therefore 
no traditional BIR. Conversely, overexpression of Rad51 can increase BIR frequency (Lydeard, 
Lipkin-Moore, Jain, et al. 2010). However, there is a BIR-like process that can occur in the 
absence of Rad51. This process is Rad52 and Rad59 dependent and is less well characterized, 
but requires less homology than traditional Rad51-dependent BIR, and relies on a single strand 
annealing mechanism to start DNA synthesis without Rad51 mediated strand invasion (Ira and 
Haber 2002; Kang and Symington 2000; VanHulle et al. 2007). In some cases, rare BIR-like 
events that occurred in the absence of Rad51 turned out to be in fact half-crossover events 
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suggested to be caused by SSA events between the transformed chromosome fragment and 
randomly broken donor chromosome, instead of BIR (Smith, Lam, and Symington 2009).  
 
1-4.6 Influences on BIR Completion 
Many other factors influence BIR completion in addition the protein requirements 
addressed above. Available homology influences outcomes in many ways. Mehta et al. for 
example used an assay where they modified available homology on both sides of DSB, and 
found that when homology of the invading end to the template was decreased to less than 
150bp, strand invasion and subsequent creation of DNA repair products was no longer efficient. 
Similarly, they also showed that when homology on the non-invading end of the two-ended 
break is less than 150bp the balance between BIR and GC shifted towards BIR, because the 
second end did not have enough homology to reliably participate in the reaction (Mehta, Beach, 
and Haber 2017).  
Not only the length of homology influences BIR, but the location of the homology also 
plays a role. Jain et al. showed that by placing two pieces of donor homology at increasing 
distances apart from 0 kb up to 26kb, they could shift the outcome of the repair from GC to BIR. 
When the DSB break was induced in cells where the two donors were 26kb apart, nearly fifty 
percent of recovered cells had performed BIR instead of GC (Jain et al. 2009). 
In addition to homology and its role in BIR, is heterology. Many break sites especially in 
lab-created assays are not completely homologous to the template to be used for repair 
because they contain the sequence used for initiating the break such as the HO cut site, or 
sometimes even longer tracts of heterology. These heterologous tails on the invading end must 
be removed by Rad1/Rad10 endonuclease to initiate homologous recombination (Fishman-
Lobell and Haber 1992; Toh et al. 2010). 
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The amount of DNA that must be synthesized to create a viable product also influences 
the outcome of BIR. The less DNA the polymerase must synthesize the more cells will be able 
to complete BIR. Donnianni and Symington showed, for example, that BIR survival could be 
reduced significantly by moving the site of strand invasion further from the telomere, and 
conversely BIR survival could be increased by moving the site closer to the telomere, reducing 
the amount of DNA to be synthesized (Donnianni and Symington 2013).  
Protection of the ssDNA created during BIR also influences completion. Ruff et al. 
showed that susceptibility of the ssDNA to nuclease cleavage decreases BIR efficiency, while 
protection and stabilization of the ssDNA by RPA promotes BIR completion (Ruff et al. 2016). 
 
1-5 Mutagenicity of Homologous Recombination   
1-5.1 Mutagenicity During Repair of Two-Ended Breaks 
DSBR and SDSA are often considered to be the “error free” repair pathways, because 
they rely on a homologous template and therefore ensure that sequences are not lost at the 
break site. However, several studies have documented increased mutagenesis during HR 
compared to traditional DNA replication. If strand invasion occurs at a homologous sequence 
other than the preferred identical sister chromatid, the resulting incorrect homologous 
recombination can cause mutagenic outcomes including loss or duplications of DNA sequences, 
loss of heterozygosity, gross chromosomal rearrangements, or potentially other catastrophic 
mutations where a chromosomes sequence appears shattered and reshuffled (Piazza and 
Heyer 2018). 
These events stem largely from the extensive tracts of ssDNA involved in HR and their 
ability to anneal to other ssDNA, as well as to invade other DNA templates. These events are 
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particularly prone to happen when DNA contains repeated sequences or sequences that share 
homology elsewhere in the genome (Piazza and Heyer 2019). In addition to rearrangements, 
point or frameshift mutations are also increased in DNA that has been repaired by HR. When 
measured by testing reversion of a mutant trp1 gene in yeast, the error rate during DSB repair 
was estimated at 10-5 to 10-6 mistakes per base (Strathern, Shafer, and McGill 1995). Other labs 
using the URA3 gene found similar outcomes, where DNA having been repaired by HR showed 
a 1400-fold increase in mutations. These increased rates were attributed largely to errors made 
by polymerase delta, and the limited proofreading abilities of polymerases outside the typical 
replication fork, as well as microhomology mediated template switching during synthesis (Hicks, 
Kim, and Haber 2010).  
In 2018, Piazza and Heyer demonstrated that HR is able to induce translocations and 
combine sequences from different chromosomes. In this study, the authors showed that a 
broken chromosome could invade two different sequences simultaneously and induce a 
translocation event. To demonstrate this, they used segments of a LYS2 gene, where “YS” is on 
the chromosome V, adjacent to an HOcs, while “LY” and “S2” (sharing no homology with each 
other, only sharing homology with the broken chromosome) are in different locations on 
unrelated chromosome II. After inducing HO break near “YS” they find that a complete “LYS2” 
gene, a product of this multi-invasion event, can be found on donor chromosome II, and in the 
majority of these clones the broken chromosome V has lost the YS-HOcs segment. Further, 
they show by pulsed field gel analysis that this translocation comes about by a DSB induced by 




1-5.2 Mutagenicity During BIR 
While an increase in mutations occurs in traditional two-ended DSB repair as described 
above, BIR synthesizes significantly more DNA than what is synthesized during repair of a two- 
ended DSB, and the newly synthesized ssDNA is released behind the D-loop, without the 
opportunity of reannealing to the other end of the break where proofreading can occur. In the 
case of BIR, whatever mutations accumulate during this type of DNA synthesis of the invading 
strand, are made permanent by the synthesis of the complementary strand. 
One outcome of this type of extensive DNA synthesis in a migrating D-loop is increased 
point and frameshift mutations, creating clusters containing high numbers of mutations (Saini et 
al. 2013; Deem et al. 2011). When cells perform BIR in the presence of DNA alkylating agents, 
mutations increase approximately 900 times that of the rest of the genome, to a rate of one 
mutation every 6.7kb (Sakofsky et al. 2014). 
In addition to mutations in the DNA copied during BIR, cells undergoing BIR must work 
to prevent mutagenic damage caused by the ssDNA, not only to the ssDNA. These extended 
tracts of ssDNA must be regulated carefully to avoid improper pairing with other DNA. Elango et 
al. showed in 2017 that the Srs2 helicase prevents the formation of toxic joint molecules by both 
removing Rad51 from the ssDNA and by unwinding the joint molecules (Elango et al. 2017).  
Similarly, the mutagenic potential of BIR on the rest of the genome and not just the 
chromosome being repaired is demonstrated by the creation of half crossovers and GCRs that 
can be catastrophic when BIR is unable to complete synthesis, as described earlier in section 1-




1-5.3 Template Switching and D-loop Stability 
In addition to the increase of point and frameshift mutations, BIR can also result in 
deletions, duplications, and loss of heterozygosity if a template other than the identical sister 
chromatid is chosen for repair. The initial invasion step is not the only opportunity for BIR to 
choose the wrong template however. BIR products have also been found with DNA from more 
than one chromosome (Smith, Llorente, and Symington 2007). In this work, Smith et al. showed 
that when they induced BIR to copy chromosome III in diploid cells where two heterozygous 
copies of chromosome III were present, the BIR product had copied to the end of chromosome 
III as expected, but contained sequences from both chromosome III homologs. This indicated 
that DNA synthesis had switched from one homolog to the other during BIR. Some recovered 
BIR products when sequenced even showed sequences supporting that the DNA synthesis had 
switched more than once between the two homologs. This suggests that BIR occurs by 
successive rounds of strand invasion, synthesis, and dissociation, and at any of these points of 
invasion, the strand may invade a different site than it was originally copying. This process of 
reinvading at a different site is known as template switching (distinct from the process during 
traditional DNA replication that shares the same name) (Figure 1-5.3). 
Figure 1-5.3 Schematic of a Template Switch Event  
Shows initiation of synthesis (1), disassembly of the D-loop by Mph1 (2), the released strand 
that can find new homology (3), reinvasion and continuation of synthesis (4), and the final 
product that is a hybrid of sequences.  
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These template switch events can result in gross chromosomal rearrangements (GCRs), 
especially if the reinvasion occurs at the wrong site, but these GCRs are fundamentally different 
from other spontaneous GCRs. Other GCRs described by the Kolodner lab result from ligation 
of broken DNA ends with little homology in between (C. Chen and Kolodner 1999). Template 
switch events during BIR on the other hand are dependent on homology between the two sites, 
since they depend on strand invasion and DNA synthesis. Because of this, repetitive delta 
elements especially Ty1 elements which are found in abundance in yeast cells (Lesage and 
Todeschini 2005) are hot spots for template switching and can lead to rearrangements 
(Llorente, Smith, and Symington 2008). The role of Ty elements in genomic instability is 
described in more detail in section 1-7.  
Template switching is promoted by the helicase Mph1 (Stafa et al. 2014) which can 
disassemble D-loops (Prakash et al. 2009). The role of Mph1 in template switching is similar to 
the role Mph1 plays in SDSA, disassembling the D-loop, potentially in an attempt to finish the 
repair process. Because of its action on D-loops, Mph1 overexpression not only increases 
template switch events during BIR, but it significantly decreases the overall number of cells able 
to complete BIR (Stafa et al. 2014; Luke-Glaser and Luke 2012), providing more evidence that a 
stable D-loop is necessary for the completion of BIR. 
 
1-6 Alternative Lengthening of Telomeres 
 1-6.1 ALT vs Normal Telomere Maintenance 
One particular case of single-ended DSB repair, is maintenance of eroded telomeres. In 
WT cells, telomeres are either allowed to erode with each cell division as a mechanism of 
regulating lifespan, or they are maintained by telomerase, the specialized ribonucleotide 
complex that can add telomeric repeats to DNA ends (Blackburn and Collins 2011). However, in 
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some cases, cells can escape senescence caused by eroded telomeres by maintaining their 
telomeres in another way, called alternative lengthening of telomeres, or ALT.  
 
1-6.2 Normal Telomere Structure and Function 
All eukaryote chromosomes face the end replication problem, where due to the nature of 
DNA replication the chromosomes lose sequences at the ends every replication. DNA 
polymerases require a 3’ end in order to synthesize DNA. This is not a problem for the leading 
strand, but the lagging strand must lay down RNA primers -which are eventually removed and 
replaced with DNA- every time synthesis starts. However, on the very end of the lagging strand, 
no DNA can fill in this gap at the end, so every time a cell divides, these last few sequences are 
lost. To save a cell from losing valuable sequences, the cell has telomeres at the ends of all 
chromosomes. The exact sequence and length of the telomeres vary between species, but they 
are all repetitive GC-rich sequences. Yeast, in particular, have about 300bp +/- 75bp double 
stranded telomeres consisting of repeats of TG(1-3) as well as a single stranded 3’ tail at the end. 
(Förstemann and Lingner 2001).  
In addition to the TG(1-3) repeats, yeast telomeres have telomere associated sequences, 
or TAS, as well. About half of all yeast chromosomes contain one or more Y’ elements, just 
internal to the telomeric sequences. The Y’ element can be either short or long at 5.2 or 6.7 kb 
long respectively. The sequence is relatively well conserved between chromosomes. All yeast 
chromosomes also contain an X element, which is shorter, 0.5kb, and much more 
heterogeneous in sequence than the Y’ element. Both X and Y’ elements contain potential ARS 
and have been shown to be dynamic, participating frequently in recombination events (Zakian, 
Blanton, and Wetzel 1986).  
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As mentioned above, cells have the ability to lengthen telomeres by using the enzyme 
telomerase that can add repeats directly to the telomeres (Blackburn and Collins 2011). 
Telomerase is a ribonucleotide complex made up of protein subunits Est1-3 and an RNA 
template for the telomere repeat sequence, TLC1 (Wellinger and Zakian 2012). Typically If not 
lengthened by telomerase, a cell’s telomeres will erode over a number of cell divisions, reach a 
critically short length, cause mitotic “catastrophe”, and the cells will senesce or die (Sohn et al. 
2002). Alternative mechanisms to maintaining telomere length will be discussed later. 
In addition to length, telomeres must also be treated and regulated in ways that prevent 
them from being seen by the cellular machinery as a DSB end. In many ways, telomeres must 
be treated in the exact opposite way as a DSB. They must not undergo recombination, must not 
be fused or healed to each other, and they must not activate the cell cycle DNA damage 
checkpoints. To achieve this special non-DSB existence, telomeres maintain a regulated 
structure known as telomere capping. Capping is maintained both by folding back of the single 
stranded 3’ overhang into a T loop effectively hiding the end, and by a set of proteins that bind 
to the telomere and protect and silence it (Wellinger and Zakian 2012).  
There are several proteins involved in the capping of telomeres. Progressing from the 
subtelomeric sites to the very end, the subtelomeric TAS regions are bound by the Sir silencing 
proteins, Sir2, Sir3, and Sir4. This silencing can spread past TAS subtelomeric genes, in what is 
called the telomere position effect where subtelomeric genes are silenced. Next, the telomeric 
double-stranded repeat region itself is also bound by Sir2, Sir3, and Sir4, and in this region they 
also interact with the essential protein Rap1, that has binding sites (ACACCCACACACC) about 
every 20bp (Gilson et al. 1993; Wang and Zakian 1990). Rap1 also interacts on the TG repeats 
with Rif1 and Rif2. Next, the single-stranded 3’ overhang can be bound by Cdc13, but can also 
form secondary structures like G quadruplexes, where a single G rich strand folds back on itself 
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in a stable quadruplex (Piazza et al. 2015) that then must be unwound by helicases such as Pif1 
in order to be replicated (Paeschke, McDonald, and Zakian 2010).  
Rap1 is a many faceted protein that in addition to its role at the telomere, also binds 
many locations outside the telomere and is known to both repress and activate gene expression 
(Shore and Nasmyth 1987). In telomeres, the abundance of Rap1 binding is part of the 
mechanism to determine telomere length, and disrupting Rap1 leads to dysregulation of 
telomere length, while overexpressing it leads to widespread chromosomal instability (Kyrion, 
Boakye, and Lustig 1992; Conrad et al. 1990). Localization of Rap1 seems to both regulate and 
be regulated by telomere length; in cells with shortening telomeres, Mec1 induces Rap1 to 
relocate to promoters throughout the genome, controlling gene expression that regulates 
senescence (Platt et al. 2013).   
Interestingly, DNA damage repair proteins including the MRX complex and Tel1, both 
known to function in resection, and Ku proteins that function in NHEJ, associate with telomeres, 
though the roles these proteins have here is less clear. It is thought that Ku as well as the MRX 
proteins might play a role in recruiting telomerase to telomeres, since the absence of Ku, the 
MRX complex, or Tel1, telomeres are shorter. Another protein involved in DNA repair, Pif1, also 
binds at telomeres. Here it is known to remove telomerase from DNA as well as unwinding G 
quadruplex DNA. Thus, in the absence of Pif1, telomeres are longer than usual. Pif1, as 
mentioned earlier, has a mitochondrial form that functions in maintenance of mtDNA. The 
nuclear and mitochondrial forms of Pif1 use different start codons and can be separated 
experimentally by mutating one or the other start codons (Wellinger and Zakian 2012; Geronimo 




1-6.3 ALT Types and Mechanisms 
ALT, the recombination based method of maintaining telomeres in the absence of 
telomerase mentioned in section 1-6.1, was originally discovered in yeast cells lacking 
telomerase (Lundblad and Blackburn 1993) and has since been shown to be carried out in 
human cells as well. Specifically, ALT has been shown to be used by 5-20% of human cancers, 
including cancers that have become resistant to telomerase inhibitor drugs (Bryan et al. 1995; 
Cesare and Reddel 2010; Reddel 2014; Bechter et al. 2004). The process in both yeast and 
humans has been shown to be either very similar to BIR or actually BIR, requiring Pol32 and 
producing conservatively synthesized DNA (Lydeard et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2019). It involves 
the invasion of the eroded telomere end into a full-length telomere or extrachromosomal 
telomeric DNA circles containing telomere sequences (Cesare and Griffith 2004), and the 
copying of sequences to restore telomere function.  
In yeast, cells can maintain their telomeres in the absence of telomerase in two distinct 
ways (Le et al. 1999; Q. Chen, Ijpma, and Greider 2001): slow growing type I telomerase 
survivors, and faster growing type II telomerase survivors (Q. Chen, Ijpma, and Greider 2001). 
Type I survivors maintain their telomeres by expanding the Y’ elements, including an 
autonomously replicating sequence (ARS), in a tandem array with short tracts of telomeric 
repeats in between, while type II survivors expand the telomeric repeats themselves to several 
kb (Teng and Zakian 1999; Lundblad and Blackburn 1993) (Figure 1-6.3). Both have been 
shown to contain extrachromosomal DNA circles of Y’ and telomeric repeats in types I and II 
respectively (Larrivée and Wellinger 2006; Lin et al. 2005).  
Human cancer cells that have survived loss of telomerase most resemble yeast type II 
survivors, and both have similar genetic requirements: Pol32, and Sgs1, or WRN helicase in 
humans (Johnson et al. 2001). Interestingly, neither type of survivor require Rad51, requiring 





Figure 1-6.3 Characteristics of Yeast Telomeres  
Top panel shows telomeres during normal growth, showing that telomeres can contain X 
elements (green), telomeric TG(1-3) repeat sequences (orange), and sometimes but not always 
Y’ elements (purple). Small tracts of telomeric sequences sometimes found in between X and Y’ 
junctions are represented as small orange bands. Bottom panel shows the two types of 
survivors. Type I have expanded Y’ element tracts and extrachromosomal DNA circles of Y’ 
sequences. Type II have expanded regions of telomeric sequences and extrachromosomal 
telomeric DNA circles.  
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1-7 Repeated DNA Sequences and Genomic Instability 
 1-7.1 Types of Repetitive DNA  
Most genomes contain many repetitive sequences in both coding and non-coding 
regions. 50% of the genome of humans, for example, is made up of repetitive DNA. Repeated 
sequences can be categorized as either tandem repeats or dispersed repeats. Tandem repeats 
include tandemly repeated genes including ribosomal DNA, and micro and minisatellites. 
Dispersed repeats include tRNA genes, transposons like LINEs and SINEs commonly found in 
human genomes, and retrotransposons like Ty elements commonly found in yeast genomes. 
These all have been shown to contribute to genomic instability but in different ways (Richard, 
Kerrest, and Dujon 2008).  
 
1-7.2 Instability of Repetitive DNA   
On an evolutionary scale, repetitive DNA may be partially responsible for the evolution of 
genomes. For example, the junctions of many segmental duplications in the yeast genome are 
often microsatellites, including telomere sequences (Koszul, Dujon, and Fischer 2006; I. K. 
Moore, Martin, and Paquin 2000; Koszul et al. 2004), while recombination between SINEs may 
be responsible for evolutionary changes in the human genome (Chimpanzee Sequencing and 
Analysis Consortium 2005).  
More than 3% of the yeast genome is comprised of Ty elements, sequences that share 
functionality with retroviruses, and share homology with each other. Ty elements all share 
similar structure of terminal repeats along with genes similar to viral gag and pol (Lesage and 
Todeschini 2005). Ty elements not only are transposons themselves that can act similarly to 
retroviruses and catalyze their own transpositions via reverse transcriptase, but by sharing 
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homology with each other they also can stimulate aberrant recombination. The sequences 
flanking the elements are often duplicated on various chromosomes, supporting the idea that 
these elements and their propensity for recombination influence the structure and evolution of 
the genome (J. M. Kim et al. 1998; Fischer et al. 2000).  
Moving from the scale of evolution to the scale of a lifetime of an organism, LINEs and 
SINEs gain their mutagenicity from their ability to move or transpose themselves. In humans, 
LINEs and SINEs including Alu elements have been found to be responsible for disrupting or 
deleting genes predisposing to or causing numerous diseases (J.-M. Chen et al. 2005).   
Microsatellite instability also plays a role in disease in addition to the evolutionary role. In 
addition to being potential sources of large rearrangements and duplications as mentioned 
above, they are also themselves unstable, expanding and contracting in length. The most 
famous microsatellites are possibly CAG repeats that are expanded up to hundreds of times in 
diseases like Huntington’s Disease and Myotonic Dystrophy (Podvin et al. 2019), and interstitial 
telomeric sequences (Aksenova and Mirkin 2019), both known to be unstable. Microsatellite 
instability, particularly expansions, is found as a hallmark in many cancers and 
neurodegenerative diseases (Reynolds et al. 2019; Kok, Chalabi, and Haanen 2019; Rehman, 
Jones, and Poston 2019; Kulkarni and Wilson 2008) 
Some, if not the majority, of this instability can be attributed to the unique challenges this 
DNA poses to homologous recombination: its repetition and its potential for secondary 
structures including hairpins and G quadruplexes all pose challenges. DNA repair has long been 
known to contribute to the expansions and contractions in repeat number. Particularly when 
SDSA has been forced to occur over a microsatellite losing or gaining repeats, or when slippage 
of the polymerase and hairpin or other secondary structure formation leads to gain of one or few 
triplets (Kraus, Leung, and Haber 2001; Jeffreys et al. 1994; Balakumaran, Freudenreich, and 
Zakian 2000; Usdin, House, and Freudenreich 2015; Liu and Wilson 2012). While yeast do not 
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naturally contain widespread trinucleotide repeats like humans do, researchers have artificially 
inserted them into yeast in order to study them. 
Using yeast in this way, BIR in particular has also been suggested to play a different and 
significant role in the pathogenic expansions of CAG microsatellites found in Huntington’s and 
other degenerative diseases. Kim et al.show that expansion of repeats by tens or hundreds, 
much larger than the expansions of just a few repeats seen in other systems, is dependent on 
Pol32, the hallmark of BIR. Kim et al.propose that these massive expansions can come about if 
replication forks stall near the repeat tracts and are rescued by BIR (J. C. Kim et al. 2017; Leffak 
2017).  
 
1-7.3 Interstitial Telomere Sequences 
Another type of challenging microsatellite sequence is the GC rich telomeric sequence 
found at the ends of chromosomes and described in section 1-6.2. Telomeric sequences also 
exist elsewhere in the genome, and in this case are referred to as interstitial telomere 
sequences, or ITS. ITS have been found in most genomes studied (Aksenova and Mirkin 2019) 
including yeast, some plants, and most vertebrates including humans, who have anywhere from 
hundreds (Simonet et al. 2011) to thousands (Wood et al. 2014) of interstitial telomeric 
sequences in our genomes. ITSs, like traditional telomeres, can form secondary structures such 
as G quadruplexes in the G rich strand (Schaffitzel et al. 2001; Lam et al. 2013), and even 
certain structures in the C rich strand (Gehring, Leroy, and Guéron 1993; Day, Pavlou, and 
Waller 2014). They are also found to bind at least some of the proteins that typically bind 




ITSs have been established as sites of instability and rearrangements in many 
organisms including yeast and humans (Samassekou and Yan 2011; Ashley and Ward 1993; 
Bertoni et al. 1994; Mondello et al. 2000; Kilburn et al. 2001; A. Moore et al. 2018). In 
experiments where an ITS was inserted into the yeast genome, it was shown to promote 
breakage at the site and to expand in length (Aksenova et al. 2013). This breakage may be 
promoted by the binding of telomeric protein Rap1 at the ITS (Goto et al. 2015). ITSs also have 
the ability to act as seeds for telomere healing events, where a DSB in or near the ITS causes a 
new telomere to be formed at the site instead of correct repair of the DSB (Diede and 
Gottschling 1999; Putnam, Pennaneach, and Kolodner 2004; Obodo et al. 2016).  
 
1-8 Rationale for the Current Study 
Due to the extreme mutagenic potential of BIR described above, including its role in 
microsatellite expansions and GCRs, its atypical mode of DNA synthesis, and its use by cells 
during times of replication stress, it is essential to understand the mechanisms and factors 
influencing the mutagenicity of BIR. It may be that these characteristics cause BIR to be 
exceptionally sensitive to difficult-to-replicate DNA sequences, in turn causing BIR to play a 
central role in the mutagenic potential of these difficult sequences. This becomes relevant to 
human health in many ways, particularly in times of DNA replication stress and genomic 
instability, such as cancer. To begin to understand this, we investigate here the role BIR may 








2-1 ITS Strain Creation    
All strains described here (Table 1) are derivatives of a previously described W303 yeast strain 
used to detect BIR (Donnianni and Symington 2013). The original haploid strain, LSY2689-12A, 
contains a recipient lys-HO-KanMX integrated 35kb from the left telomere of Chr V, and the 
donor TRP1-ys2 integrated 70 kb from the left telomere of Chr XI and has the MATa-inc allele to 
prevent HO cleavage at the MAT locus. In addition, the endogenous LYS2 gene was replaced 
with NatMX and a GAL-HO cassette was integrated at the ade3 locus.  Strain LSY3881 was 
generated from by replacing lys2::NatMX with lys2::LEU2, and the HML and HMR were 
replaced with oripRS, and ampR respectively to prevent aberrant HO cutting (Zierhut and Diffley 
2008).  
 
To add the ITS to LSY3881 to create LSY3944 the following PCR method was used:  
Primer 1:  






20 bp homology to target area of Chr XI + reverse primer to amplify k. lactis URA3  
AAATCAGTATCAGTGGGGACGCAGCGTACGGATATCACCTA 
 
The resulting PCR product contained the desired insert followed by the URA3 cassette. 
Homology to the target sequence in Chr XI was extended to 40 bp on both sides by a second 
round of PCR (Figure 2-1). These fragments were then integrated 2.5 kb centromere distal to 
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the ys2 donor. Successful integration of the ITS was confirmed by PCR and DNA sequencing. A 
control (LSY3945) containing the URA3 cassette but no insert was created the same way. 
Strains containing Y’ element inserts, and GT repeat inserts, were created using the same 












Figure 2-1 Creation of ITS Insert by PCR  
Schematic of system used to generate ITS inserts for transformation into BIR strains. The first 
PCR to amplify the URA3 gene (purple) shows the ITS in the forward primer (blue segment), 
which then creates a product containing the ITS and the URA3 gene. The second PCR shows 




2-2 mph1∆, tlc1∆, rad10∆, and pif1-m2 Strain Creation  
To delete MPH1, TLC1, and RAD10, the HphMX gene was amplified from pAG32 (Goldstein 
and McCusker 1999) with primers containing homology upstream and downstream  of the gene 
to be deleted (Table 2). 
 
pif1-m2 mutants were generated by crossing with a MAT-alpha strain containing pif1-m2 
mutation. Colonies were screened using restriction enzyme digestion as the pif1-m2 mutation 
creates a Xho1 cut site that does not exist in WT PIF1 (Schulz and Zakian 1994).  
 
2-3 BIR Assay 
Cells were grown to exponential phase in 1% yeast extract, 2% peptone, 2% lactate (YPL), then 
diluted and plated on rich medium (YP) containing 2% glucose or 2% galactose (wt/vol). 
Colonies were counted after 3 days and were then replica plated onto synthetic complete (SC) 
medium lacking lysine or YPD containing geneticin. Cell viability after HO induction was 
determined by dividing the number of CFUs on YPG by that on YPD. Repair by BIR was 
confirmed by comparing the number of Lys+ to the number of YPG CFU. Greater than 99% of 
cells repaired via BIR, while <1% remained Lys− geneticinr following growth on YPG because of 
repair by nonhomologous end-joining. BIR frequencies shown are averages of at least three 
independent trials for each strain. 
 
2-4 Chromosome Size Determination by Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis 
Colonies were suspended in YPD and grown to saturation. Cells from 4mL of each culture were 
harvested by centrifugation, and pellets were weighed and resuspended in low melting point 
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agarose and molded in Bio-Rad plug molds. Per 50mg of cell pellet the following amounts were 
used: 0.5% low melting point agarose in 450uL of 100mM EDTA; and 20uL 25mg/mL 20T 
zymolyase in 10mM KPO4 pH7.5. The resulting plugs were incubated overnight in 1mL 500mM 
EDTA, 10mM Tris at 37 degrees. The next day 400 uL of 5% sarcosyl, 5mg/mL proteinase K in 
500mM EDTA was added to the plug buffer, and incubated at 50 degrees for >5 hours with 
occasional mixing. TE washes (4 washes, >1 hour each, nutating) were then done at 4 degrees. 
Chromosomes were separated by electrophoresis through 1% agarose at 6 V in 0.5× Tris-
borate-EDTA at 14 °C for 36 h (initial switch = 45 s, final switch = 95 s) using a CHEF-DR II 
Pulsed-Field Electrophoresis system (Bio-Rad).  
 
Truncation frequencies were determined by counting the number of lanes of a PFG showing the 
truncated size chromosome and dividing by the total number of samples tested by PFG. 
Significance was determined by chi square analysis. 
 
Southern blots were performed by transferring DNA from the PFGE overnight to nitrocellulose 
membrane. The membrane was then hybridized with a P32 labeled probe generated by 
amplification of a region the COS9 gene, and visualized on a Typhoon machine (Amersham 
Biosciences).   
 
2-5 Telomere Sequencing 
To sequence the region near the ITS and the potential new telomere, DNA was extracted from 
colonies tested on PFGE. Three colonies showing truncated chromosomes were selected. C-
tailing was performed on each according to the protocol by New England Biolabs. C tailed DNA 
was used in a PCR reaction with a poly-G primer and a primer just upstream of the ITS insert 
(“screen insert F” primer). This PCR product was gel purified and sequenced by Genewiz. 
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2-6 Telomerase Survivor Creation 
To create type II telomerase survivors tlc1 cells were grown in 25mL YPD to saturation followed 
by a dilution of 1:200 or greater. This was repeated at least four times. Cells were then struck on 
YPD plates to confirm that they had recovered the faster growth rate indicating type II survivors 
were created. 
 
2-7 MPH1 Overexpression Plasmid Creation 
An MPH1 overexpressing plasmid was received as a gift from the lab of Brian Luke (Luke-
Glaser and Luke 2012). This plasmid contained MPH1 under the control of a galactose inducible 
promoter, and a KanMX selectable marker. This marker was switched to a HphMX marker by 
PCR amplifying from pAG32 (Goldstein and McCusker 1999) with primers overlapping the site 
of the KanMX marker. The full plasmid was then PCR amplified without the KanMX gene, and 
the full plasmid + HphMX gene was assembled using Gibson Assembly and sequenced to 




Table 1 Strain list 
Description Number Genotype 
Parent BIR strain LSY3881 MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs::KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO,TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor 
BIR strain with 
ITS 
LSY3944 MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs::KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor, ITS::URA3 on ChXI 
BIR strain 
without ITS 
LSY3945 MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs::KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor, URA3 on ChXI 
BIR strain with 
pif1-m2 + ITS 
LSY3989-
42 
MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs::KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor, ITS::URA3 on ChXI, pif1-m2 
BIR strain with 
pif1-m2 - ITS 
LSY3989-
52 
MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs::KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor, URA3 on ChXI, pif1-m2 
BIR strain with 
mph1::hyg + ITS 
LSY4146 MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs::KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor, ITS::URA3 on ChXI, mph1::HphMX 
BIR strain with 
mph1::hyg - ITS 
LSY4145 MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs::KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor, URA3 on ChXI, mph1::HphMX 
BIR strain with 
tlc1::hyg + ITS 
LSY4155 MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs::KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor, ITS::URA3 on ChXI, tlc1::HphMX 
BIR strain with 
tlc1::hyg - ITS 
LSY4156 MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs::KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor, URA3 on ChXI, tlc1::HphMX 
BIR strain with Y’ 
element 
LSY4318 MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs:: KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor, Y’element4::URA3 on ChXI 
BIR strain with 
(GT)32 
LSY4425 MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs:: KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor, (GT)32::URA3 on ChXI 
BIR strain with 
pol32::hyg + ITS 
LSY4314 MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs:: KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor, ITS::URA3 on ChXI, pol32::HphMX 
BIR strain with 
pol32::hyg - ITS 
LSY4315 MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs:: KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor, URA3 on ChXI, pol32::HphMX 
BIR strain with 
pol32::hyg + 
(GT)32 
LSY4452 MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs:: KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor, (GT)32::URA3 on ChXI, pol32::HphMX 
BIR strain with 
pol32::hyg + Y’ 
element 
LSY4453 MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs:: KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor, Y’ element::URA3 on ChXI, pol32::HphMX 
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BIR strain with 
pif1-m2, tlc1::hyg 
and ITS 
LSY4426 MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs:: KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor, ITS::URA3 on ChXI, tlc1::HphMX, pif1-m2 
BIR strain 48kb + 
ITS  
LSY4096 MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs:: KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor, ITS::URA3 48kb from ys2 on ChXI,  
BIR strain 48kb -
ITS 
LSY4097 MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs:: KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor, URA3 48kb from ys2 on ChXI, 
BIR strain with 
HphMX cassette 
55kb on donor 
LSY4143 MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs:: KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor, HphMX on ChXI,  
BIR strain with 
NatMX cassette 
55kb on donor 
LSY4134 MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs:: KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 
donor, NatMX on ChXI, 
BIR strain with 
HphMX on donor 
and NatMX on 
ChXII 
LSY4144 MATa-inc lys2::LEU2, hml::oripPRS, hmr::ampR, AVT2::lys-
HOcs:: KanMX6 ade3::GAL-HO, TRP1-ys2 Ch XI 70 kb 





Table 2 Primer List  
Primers used to insert ITS, Y’ elements, (GT)32, or markers 
F to insert ITS 2.5 GCTACGTGATTACATTACCATGTGTGGGTGTGTGGGTGTGTGGGTGTGTGGGTG
TGTGGGTGTGTGGGTGTGTGGGTGTGTGGGGTGCAGGTCGACAACCCTTAAT 
 
R to insert ITS 2.5 AAATCAGTATCAGTGGGGACGCAGCGTACGGATATCACCTA 
 
F to insert URA3 only 
2.5 
GCTACGTGATTACATTACCAGTGCAGGTCGACAACCCTTAAT 
R Extend homology  TGGTCTTAGACTTTGGTAACTCTTCCAGTTCCTTTTTCAAAAGATCTTTCAAATCAG
TATCAGTGGGGAC 
 
F extend homology GACAAAGTAGATGATGGGTTAGTCAATATGGCTACACTAAACATCACTGAGCTAC
GTGATTACATTACCA 
 
Screen insert F CAAGATTCATTGACGTCGACAC 
 
Screen Insert R CCGTCATAGTCGAACCAAAATC 
 






F insert (GT)32 GCTACGTGATTACATTACCATGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGT
GTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGTGCAGGTCGACAACCCTTAAT 
 
F to insert ITS 48 CGCGCTCAATAACTTCCTCGTGTGTGGGTGTGTGGGTGTGTGGGTGTGTGGGTG
TGTGGGTGTGTGGGTGTGTGGGTGTGTGGGTGCAGGTCGACAACCCTTAAT 
 
R to insert ITS 48 ATGAAGACTATTCGCCGTACGCAGCGTACGGATATCACCTA 
 




R extend homology 48 TCCTGGTGGAGAATAATGGTAGGCTTGGCGGCTCTGAGATGGAGAAATAGTTTCA
AGCCGCGCGCTCAATAACTTCCTCG 
 
F extend homology 48 GCAGCACCTGCGTCATTCACGCTGAAGCGGCAGCAAGCATTTTCGATCAGCTCC
AATTAAATGAAGACTATTCGCCGTAC 
 
F screen 48 CTCAACAATGATGTGCAATG 
 
R screen 48 GCAATTTACTCCACTAGACC 
 











Add NatMX ChXII F CATCAAAAAATACGTGTACCCCCTTGCTGTGGCATGCTAGAATGCGCTGCAGGTC
GACGGATCCC 
  







Primers used to delete genes 
F mph1 TTCCGGTTCTGTTTTATTTTAGTGTCCTTTTTTCTCTCTGGCTGCAGGTCGACGGATCCC  








F tlc1 ACCTTCTTTGTAGCTTTTAGTGTGATTTTTCTGGTTTGAGGCTGCAGGTCGACGGATCCC  







F rad10 ACACAAAAAAGGGCATAAACAAAGTTGGTTATCCTAGAAGGCTGCAGGTCGACGGATCCC  








F pol32 ACAACCAGAAATAGGCTTTAGTTAACTCAATCGGTAATTAGCTGCAGGTCGACGGATCCC 
 








Primers for screening GC/BIR events 
Screen F CAAGATTCATTGACGTCGACAC 
 
HPH R GCCCTCCGAGAGCTGCATCAG 
 
NAT R GTAAGCCGTGTCGTCAAGAGTG 
 













3-1 Introduction  
Single-ended double strand DNA breaks can arise in the cell at regressed forks, if a 
replication fork collapses by passage of replication through a single stranded DNA nick, if one 
end of a two ended break is lost, or at eroded telomeres (see Figure 1-4.1). Single-ended 
breaks pose a unique problem for the cell, as they must be repaired to prevent cell death, but 
the traditional double strand break repair method (DSBR) and synthesis-dependent strand 
annealing (SDSA) cannot occur without two ends of a break being available for repair. These 
breaks can however be repaired by break-induced replication (BIR).  
BIR, like DSBR and SDSA, involves resection to create a single stranded 3’ overhang, 
Rad51-mediated search for homology, strand invasion, and DNA synthesis primed be the 3’ end 
of the break (see section 1-3). Here it diverges from the other pathways and continues 
synthesizing DNA until it either reaches the end of the chromosome, is stopped by an 
approaching replication fork, or for various reasons fails to complete synthesis resulting in cell 
death. DNA synthesis during BIR occurs outside of a stable replication fork, instead occurring by 
a migrating D-loop mechanism. This leads to DNA replication that is far more mutagenic that 
typical S phase replication.  
This unique method of DNA synthesis during BIR implicates BIR in mutagenesis 
including point and frameshift mutations (Deem et al. 2011), half-crossovers (Smith, Lam, and 
Symington 2009; Deem et al. 2008), duplications (Costantino et al. 2014), and microsatellite 
expansions (Leffak 2017). Given this mutagenic potential of BIR, as well as the abundance and 
mutagenicity of ITSs in cell (Aksenova and Mirkin 2019), we wanted to investigate the potential 
contribution of BIR to the observed mutagenicity of ITSs. This would increase understanding of 
both the role ITSs play in genome instability, as well as the influence different DNA sequences 
have on the accuracy and outcome of BIR.  
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3-2 Experimental Design 
To investigate whether completion of BIR may be affected by ITSs, we created a 
variation of a previously described system (Donnianni and Symington 2013) to monitor BIR. In 
this system, an HO endonuclease recognition site (HOcs) is integrated 35 kb from the left 
telomere of chromosome V (“recipient”) in a strain expressing a galactose-inducible HO gene. 
The HOcs is directly adjacent to a partial LYS2 gene (“lys”) on the centromeric side, and a 
KanMX gene providing resistance to G418 on the telomeric side. Homology for repair is 
provided on chromosome XI (“donor”) by another partial LYS2 gene (“ys2”) inserted 70kb from 
the left telomere. These two lys2 fragments share 2.2 kb homology, and are non-functional 
before recombination since they are partial genes (Figure 3-2).  
After the DSB is formed by transferring cells to galactose-containing medium, the distal 
end of chromosome V (Chr V) containing the KanMX gene is lost due to lack of available 
homology, while the centromeric side of the break containing “lys”, invades the homologous 
“ys2” site and copies to the end of donor Chr XI by BIR. This heals the break and creates a 
functional LYS2 gene on the recipient chromosome. More than 99% of cells that grow on 
galactose-containing medium are Lys+ and have lost the Kan resistance marker located 
centromere-proximal to the DSB on the recipient chromosome. Thus, the BIR frequency is 
derived from the ratio of colony-forming units on galactose and glucose-containing media. 
To this strain we inserted a 64 bp tract of telomere sequence, (TGTGTGGG)8 and a K. 
lactis URA3 marker on the donor chromosome, 2.5kb centromere distal to the site of strand 
invasion (“+ITS” strain). As a control, we generated a strain with just the URA3 marker inserted 
at the same site as the +ITS strain (“-ITS” strain). Following strand invasion, DNA synthesis in 
the +ITS strain must traverse the ITS to complete BIR. If cells complete BIR fully, the resulting 
BIR product would be approximately 605kb. If the cells terminate BIR at the ITS the resulting 





Figure 3-2 Experimental Design  
Schematic of experimental BIR system showing site of DSB break (gap between lys and KAN 
labeled “HO”) invasion (black bent arrow), and telomere tracts (carrots). Bottom chromosomes 
show possible outcomes of BIR and the predicted sizes of the repaired recipient chromosome. 
For clarity, the URA3 gene used as a marker to insert the ITS, is not shown in this image. 







3-3 An Interstitial Telomere Sequence Can Disrupt BIR 
We first investigated whether an ITS would affect BIR completion. The rates of BIR for 
the two strains, with or without the ITS, were the not significantly different: 31.5% and 32.7% 
respectively (Figure 3-3A), suggesting that BIR synthesis is not impaired by the ITS. Next we 
asked whether the ITS changes the outcome of BIR by causing a telomere to be formed at the 
ITS, effectively terminating BIR DNA synthesis and generating a truncated chromosome. To 
address this question, chromosome sizes from independent colonies that completed BIR (Lys+ 
Kan- colonies after HO induction) were analyzed by pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE), 
which allows separation and visualization of intact chromosomes. In a strain without the ITS, all 
colonies screened contained the expected size Chr V:XI translocation chromosome (Figure 3-
3C [left panel for whole gel image], and 3D [top panel for zoomed in portion. Portion of gel 
shown in the zoom in D is highlighted with brackets in C]).  
We found that 12% of colonies derived from the strain containing the ITS had BIR 
products approximately 68kb shorter than full length BIR (Figure 3-3B, 3C [right panel for whole 
gel], and 3D [bottom panel for zoomed in portion]). Since this is the size of product that would 
be created by termination of BIR at the ITS, we PCR amplified and sequenced the region from 3 
colonies containing this size BIR product and found a full length (200-300bp) telomere to have 

















Figure 3-3 Interstitial Telomere Sequences Cause Truncations During Break Induced 
Replication 
A. BIR completion by strains with or without the inserted ITS, 31.5% and 32.7% respectively. 
Error bars show standard deviations. B. Percent of colonies recovered from BIR assay found to 
have truncations. No truncations were seen in >50 -ITS colonies screened, 14 out of 115 +ITS 
colonies screened. p-value 0.011 using chi square analysis. C. Representative pulsed field gels 
showing chromosome sizes before and after induction of HO with galactose. Left and right 
panels show strains -ITS and +ITS respectively. Brackets indicating area shown in panel D. D. 
Zoomed in portion from panel C. Gel of +ITS shows two colonies with truncated BIR products. 
PFGE of -ITS colonies shows no truncated chromosome repair products (0 out of 60 screened). 
E. Example trace from sequencing one of the truncated chromosome products. Sequences of 
the inserted ITS are highlighted in grey, and telomeric sequences added by the cell are 
highlighted in red. The short string of cytosines at the end is an artifact of the C-tailing used to 





3-4 Telomere Synthesis is Driven by Homology Directed Repair or by De Novo Synthesis 
by Telomerase 
We envisioned two mechanisms by which the new telomeres could be synthesized. 
First, telomerase could act directly at the ITS to synthesize a telomere; and second, the ssDNA 
intermediate formed when the migrating D-loop traverses the ITS could invade a natural 
telomere and complete synthesis by homology-directed repair (Figure 3-4A). To distinguish 
between these two possibilities, we tested the ability of cells lacking telomerase (tlc1Δ) to form 
truncated BIR products. Haploid tlc1Δ cells were first allowed to adapt in liquid culture to select 
for the faster growing type II telomerase survivors that maintain their telomeres by using a BIR-
like mechanism to expand telomere sequences (Q. Chen, Ijpma, and Greider 2001). BIR 
efficiency was measured in these survivors and was not significantly different from strains 
containing TLC1 (Figure 3-4B). Notably, truncated chromosomes were formed in the tlc1Δ strain 
at the same frequency as the TLC1 strain (Figure 3-4C), indicating that telomerase is not 
essential for telomere formation at the ITS. 
To address whether telomerase could be used to form truncations, we analyzed cells 
containing the pif1-m2 mutation which ablates nuclear Pif1, an inhibitor of telomerase activity at 
DSBs (Boulé and Zakian 2006), while retaining mitochondrial Pif1 function (Schulz and Zakian 
1994). We reasoned that since Pif1 inhibits telomerase at DSB, if the frequency of truncated 
chromosomes increased in the absence of Pif1, this would indicate that telomerase can act at 
the ITS. BIR efficiency decreased significantly in the pif1-m2 strains (Figure 3-4B) while the 
frequency of chromosome truncations increased to 58% (Figure 3-4C). While this result 
supports the idea that telomerase can act directly at the ITS, it is important to keep in mind that 
Pif1 is partially required for BIR, and the increase in chromosome truncations could be due to 
BIR decreased processivity during BIR resulting in premature termination at the ITS.  
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To determine the mechanism used for telomere addition in the absence of Pif1, we 
tested strains lacking both nuclear Pif1 and Tlc1. A previous study reported an increase in type 
II-like survivors with expanded telomere tracts in the pif1-m2 tlc1Δ double mutant (Hu et al. 
2013). We reasoned that if the increase in truncations seen in pif1-m2 is dependent on the 
activity of telomerase, and fewer truncations are seen in pif1-m2 tlc1∆ cells compared to pif1-m2 
alone, then telomerase may be acting at the ITS in addition to homology-directed repair. The 
frequency of chromosome truncations in the double mutant was 10%, not significantly different 
from WT or tlc1Δ alone, compared to 58% in the pif1-m2 single mutant (Figure 3-4C), indicating 
that homology-directed repair is not the only mechanism acting to form a telomere at the ITS, 







































Figure 3-4 Telomere Synthesis is Driven by Homology Directed Repair and De Novo 
Synthesis by Telomerase  
A. Schematic of possible methods of telomere creation, showing de novo telomere addition by 
telomerase (left panel) and homology directed repair using natural telomeres (right panel). B. 
Percent BIR completion (33, 30.8, 25.7, and 15.5 for WT tlc1∆, pif1-m2, and tlc1∆ pif-m2 
respectively). C. Percent of colonies recovered from BIR assay found to have truncations (12, 
14, 56, 9.1 percent respectively). Colonies screened were 115, for the WT strain and 28 for 
each of the mutants. p-value .003 between tlc1∆ pif1-m2 and pif1-m2, p-value 6x10-7 between 





3-5 Disassembly of the D-loop by Mph1 is Critical for Formation of Truncated BIR 
Products 
Since both methods of telomere formation require a free single stranded 3’ DNA end, we 
hypothesized that a critical step in the formation of chromosome truncations may be the 
disassembly of the D-loop via helicase. To test this hypothesis, we deleted MPH1, a helicase 
that disassembles D-loops and is required for template switching during BIR (Stafa et al. 2014; 
Prakash et al. 2009). We found that the BIR frequency increased to 54.3 and 57.3 percent for 
the strains with and without the ITS respectively. These values were not significantly different 
from each other but were significantly increased from the strains containing MPH1 (Figure 3-
5A). This was consistent with previous studies showing an increased frequency of BIR in the 
absence of Mph1 (Luke-Glaser and Luke 2012; Stafa et al. 2014; Mehta, Beach, and Haber 
2017). We analyzed the sizes of BIR products from 75 independent Lys+ mph1 +ITS colonies 
by PFGE and all contained full-length BIR products (Figure 3-5B), indicating that disassembly of 
the D-loop by Mph1 is critical to the formation of chromosome truncations at the ITS.  
We also investigated the opposite situation, MPH1 overexpression. We reasoned that an 
increased level of Mph1 protein in the cell would disassemble D-loops more frequently leading 
to fewer BIR events as reported previously (Luke-Glaser and Luke 2012), and more truncation 
events. We found this to be the case. MPH1, when overexpressed by 2 micron plasmid under 
the control of a galactose inducible promoter, reduced BIR as expected (0.91 and 2.3 percent 
for without and with the ITS respectively Figure 3-5A). We also found a significant increase in 
the formation of chromosome truncations following MPH1 overexpression, to 74% (Figure 3-
5B), indicating that instability of the D-loop during BIR leads to the formation of truncated 





Figure 3-5 Disassembly of the D-loop by Mph1 is Critical for Formation of Truncated BIR 
Products  
A. Percent BIR completion in WT (left two bars 21.4% and 23.5% for – and + ITS respectively), 
mph1∆ (57.3% and 54.3% for – and + ITS respectively), and MPH1 overexpression (0.91% and 
2.3% for – and + ITS respectively) B. Percent of colonies recovered from BIR assay found to 
have truncations: 14/115 for WT, 0/75 for mph1, 17/23 for MPH1 OE +ITS, 0/27 for MPH1 OE -
ITS. WT vs mph1∆ p-value 0.014, WT vs MPH1 OE p-value 5.5x10-5, p-value for WT +ITS vs 
MPH1 OE -ITS is 0.06 due to smaller sample size. C. Representative pulsed field gel of mph1 
colonies showing no truncation events (left gel) and MPH1 OE showing several truncations. 
Many lanes show both the truncated product and the full length product, due to the gel 
containing two colonies per lane in order to increase sample size. Bands were counted 
separately in the total n.  
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3-6 Clipping of Heterologous Tail by Rad1/Rad10 is Not Required for New Telomere 
Formation 
 It is possible, based on the Mph1 data, that DNA synthesis during BIR can easily pass 
through the ITS and the telomere is formed due to recognition of the ITS sequence in the 
ssDNA released behind the polymerase. In this case, the truncated chromosome products 
should be reliant on the removal of the heterologous DNA between the ITS and the 3’ end that 
needs to be extended during HDR or by telomerase. To determine whether BIR preferentially 
terminated at the ITS or extends beyond the and thus requires heterologous tail removal we 
tested the requirement for RAD10. The Rad1/Rad10 complex is responsible for endonucleolytic 
removal of 3’ heterologous tails during SSA and the strand invasion step of HDR (Fishman-
Lobell and Haber 1992; Ivanov and Haber 1995). We found a decrease in truncated products 
(from 12 percent in WT to 7 percent in rad10). However, this was not statistically significant (p-
value 0.2 determined by chi square), indicating that clipping by Rad1/Rad10 is not essential for 
the formation of truncated products, and that the DNA synthesis is likely to dissociate at the ITS 











Figure 3-6 Clipping of Heterologous Tail by Rad1/Rad10 is Not Required for New 
Telomere Formation 
A. Shows a model of Rad1/Rad10 clipping activity. B. BIR rates unchanged between all strains 
(29, 28, 30.4, and 27.4 for WT -ITS, WT +ITS, rad10 -ITS, and rad10 +ITS respectively). C. 





3-7 Interstitial Telomere Sequences Added Further from the Site of Initial Strand Invasion 
Do Not Cause Termination of BIR 
  To further understand the mechanism for the disruption of BIR by the ITS, we analyzed 
the BIR outcomes of a strain containing an ITS in a different location. It has been shown that 
template switching during BIR occurs more frequently closer to the site of strand invasion than 
further away (Smith, Llorente, and Symington 2007). We therefore hypothesized that creation of 
truncated products may function similarly, and may then also occur more frequently when the 
ITS is closer to the site of strand invasion. To test this, we created a BIR strain containing an 
ITS 48kb downstream from the site of strand invasion (“48kb ITS” Figure 3-7A). As in the 2.5kb 
ITS strain, no difference was seen in overall BIR completion between the strain with no ITS and 
the strain containing the 48kb ITS (Figure 3-7B). Unlike the 2.5kb ITS strain however, no 
truncations were seen in any of the 67 colonies screened (Figure 3-7C). This indicates that 
similar to template switching during BIR, these truncation events are more likely to occur closer 
to the start of BIR. However, whether this is due to the 2.5kb ITS capturing BIR products that 
would otherwise have failed, a change in stability of the D-loop over time, or other factors such 



















Figure 3-7 Interstitial Telomere Sequences Added Further from the Site of Initial Strand 
Invasion Do Not Cause Termination of BIR 
A. Showing a schematic of the donor chromosome (Chr XI) from the two strains used showing 
the different location of the ITS. B. Showing that as with the 2.5kb ITS, there is no change in 
BIR rates when the ITS is placed 48kb away (BIR rates 21.1 and 20.6 for -ITS and +48kb ITS). 
C. Showing the formation of no truncated BIR products (14/115 for 2.5kb and 0/67 for 48kb ITS. 
p-value .003 determined by chi square. D. Representative PFGE image from colonies 





3-8 Unique Features of the ITS Contribute to Formation of Truncated Chromosomes 
Since Mph1 plays a central role in template switching during BIR, and our data point to a 
role of HDR in formation of chromosome truncations at the ITS, we wanted to address whether 
other sequences could promote chromosome truncations by template switching. If this were the 
case we would predict that if the ITS were replaced with another telomere seeding sequence, or 
any sequence near a telomere, we would recover truncated BIR products.  
We created two new strains (Figure 3-8A), one where the ITS was replaced with a 64 bp 
tract consisting of (GT)32, that retains the ability to seed telomeres but is predicted to not form G 
quadruplexes and lacks a Rap1 binding site (Lustig 1992), and one where the ITS was replaced 
with an 80 bp sequence from the conserved region of the yeast Y’ element, a naturally occurring 
sub-telomeric repeat found at of many yeast chromosomes described in section 1-6.2. The BIR 
frequency was not changed by insertion of the (GT)32 or Y’ element sequence and we failed to 














Figure 3-8 Unique Features of the ITS Contribute to Formation of Truncated 
Chromosomes 
A. Showing a schematic of the alternate sequences used in place of the ITS. Top chromosome 
shows inserted Y’ element and the natural Y’ element. Bottom shows the inserted tract of GT 
repeats. B. No different between BIR percents containing the three different inserts (35.9, 31.7, 
39.7, and 35.7 for strains containing no insert, ITS, (GT)32, and Y’ element respectively. Error 
bars are standard deviation). C. Truncation percents showing 12% for the strain containing the 
ITS and 0 for all other inserts. n= 115, 28, and 54 for strains containing no insert, ITS, (GT)32, 
and Y’ element respectively. p-value .05 between ITS and (GT)32 insert, p-value .006 between 




3-9 (GT)32 Tracts and Y’ Element Insertions Can Form Truncations When BIR is Less 
Processive 
The data thus far indicate that unique features of the ITS, such as Rap1 binding or G 
quadruplex formation contribute to the formation of truncations, potentially by disrupting 
synthesis during BIR. If this is true, then the alternate sequences, (GT)32 tracts and Y’ element 
insertions, should be able to form truncations if BIR is artificially disrupted. To test this, we 
created strains with pol32∆ and pif1-m2 mutations, which are known to decrease the 
processivity of DNA synthesis during BIR (Lydeard et al. 2007; Buzovetsky et al. 2017; Wilson 
et al. 2013; Vasianovich, Harrington, and Makovets 2014; Saini et al. 2013; Deem et al. 2008; 
Smith, Lam, and Symington 2009). The BIR frequency is reduced to around 1% and 15% in the 
pol32∆ and pif1-m2 mutants, respectively (Figure 3-9A).  
In the pol32∆ derivative with the ITS sequence, 27% of the rare BIR products recovered 
contained chromosome truncations, while 11% of colonies analyzed from the (GT)32 strain and 
1% of the clones analyzed from the Y’ element strain exhibited the shorter BIR product. (Figure 
3-9B). In strains lacking nuclear Pif1, we found that 56% of the BIR products terminated at the 
ITS, 37% at the (GT)32 insert, and 29% of the BIR products derived from the Y’ insert strain had 







Figure 3-9 (GT)32 Tracts and Y’ Element Insertions Can Form Truncations When BIR is 
Less Processive  
A. Percent BIR completion in all strains (For no insert, ITS, (GT)32, and Y’ element respectively, 
BIR completion percents are as follows. WT: 35.9, 31.8, 39.7, 35.6. pif1-m2: 11.5, 20.3, 15, 
15.7. pol32: 1.5, 1.4, 1.5, 1.1.). Error bars represent standard deviation. B. Percent of colonies 
recovered from BIR assay found to have truncations. (For no insert, ITS, (GT)32, and Y’ element 
respectively, truncation percents are as follows. WT: 0, 12, 0, 0. pif1-m2: 0, 56, 36.5, 29.6. 
pol32: 0, 27, 11.1, 0). C. Representative sections of PFGE of strains containing GT repeats (left 
three gels) and Y’ element inserts (right three gels) showing no truncated chromosomes in the 
WT background, but truncations appearing in the pif1-m2 and pol32 background. The pif1-m2 
strains were created by crossing and contain a slightly smaller chr VIII that runs at the same 
size as the truncated chr V:XI product. To increase number of colonies screened, some gels 
were run with two colonies per lane, this can be seen in the (GT)32 pif1-m2 gel.  
Statistical note:  
-Different inserts (ITS, (GT)32 and Y’ element) did not significantly change the BIR completion in 
the same backgrounds.  
-All WT, pif1-m2, and pol32 strains were significantly different from each other except for WT vs 






 Here we showed that if BIR encounters an interstitial telomere sequence (ITS) placed in 
its path, BIR terminates at the ITS 12% of the time, with the formation of a new telomere at this 
location. We find that the ITS can be converted to a functional telomere by either direct addition 
of telomeric repeats by telomerase, or by homology-directed repair using natural telomeres. 
This termination and creation of a new telomere is promoted by Mph1 helicase, which is known 
to disassemble D-loops, and does not require the clipping activity of Rad1/Rad10 indicating that 
dissociation is likely to happen at the ITS, or quite close it, since Polymerase delta itself can 
remove several mismatched bases (Jin et al. 2005; Kunkel 1988), rather than much after it.  
Interestingly, truncated chromosome products were not formed by an ITS inserted 
further from the site of strand invasion, indicating that an ITS may be a way to “catch” BIR 
products that would otherwise have failed to complete BIR, or other possibilities such as a 
change in stability of the D-loop later in BIR, or collision with a replication fork which prevents 
BIR from reaching the end of the chromosome. 
We also showed that other sequences that have the potential to form new telomeres, but 
lack the unique features of a perfect telomere sequence, do not terminate BIR at a significant 
frequency in wild-type cells. However, these sequences can cause chromosome truncations if 
BIR is made less processive by loss of Pol32 or Pif1. These findings together indicate that 
features of the ITS itself such as secondary structure and telomeric protein binding pose a 
challenge to BIR and increase the vulnerability of the D-loop to dissociation by Mph1, promoting 












While carrying out the experiments described in Chapter 3, we came upon an unusual 
result. Initially, we constructed the +ITS strains using the HphMX (hygromycin B resistance) 
gene inserted 44kb downstream, from the ys2 donor, rather than the URA3 gene described in 
Chapter 3. When colonies of this strain that survived HO cleavage were scored on SC-lys and 
YPD + G418 media, we found a large proportion were Lys+ G418r, instead of the expected Lys+ 
G418s phenotype, indicating retention of recipient sequence at the other end of the DSB. Since 
this occurred in the control strains lacking the ITS and containing only the marker, we knew it 
wasn’t a disruptive effect of the ITS, and had to be related to our marker choice.  
Upon closer investigation, we found that the KanMX marker used in our BIR system and 
the HphMX inserted onto the donor, both contain the MX promoter and terminator regions 
providing two regions of homology of 344Bp and 198bp in the promoters and terminators 
respectively. We hypothesized that this homology was allowing some cells to carry out 
extremely long tract gene conversion (LTGC) of 44kb, instead of BIR (Figure 4-1). We then 






Figure 4-1 Experimental System 
Schematic (not to scale) of strain and possible repair outcomes. The HphMX cassette in purple 
and the KanMX cassette in blue share homology in their promoter and terminator regions 
marked here by green and red segments respectively. The repair could lead to BIR (left side) or 




4-2 Gene Conversion Events and BIR Events Compete 
We first measured the frequency of BIR in strains with and without the HphMX insert. 
Galactose survival rates were not significantly different between the strains with and without the 
HphMX insert (61.7 and 54.6 respectively). However, half of the colonies recovered from the 
strain containing HphMX retained resistance to G418 (Figure 4-2A) indicating that they had 
might have undergone GC instead of BIR, retaining the end of chromosome V.  
To determine whether or not this was the case, we separated intact chromosomes from 
Lys+ colonies that either retained resistance to G418 or had lost resistance to G418, by PFGE. 
We then performed a southern blot hybridization analysis using a sequence telomere-proximal 
to the HphMX insert on the donor chromosome as a hybridization probe to test for the 
completion of BIR (Figure 4-2B bottom). Full BIR should contain this sequence on the recipient 
and the donor, while GC would only contain it on the donor.  
This probe hybridizes to the donor chromosome XI in every lane, as expected, and also 
hybridizes to the band corresponding with the repair product in the BIR colony not containing 
any insert on the donor (Figure 4-2B second lane). As predicted, the band corresponding to the 
repair product from the cells that retained G418 resistance does not hybridize with this probe, 
confirming that GC has occurred in place of BIR and the end of chromosome XI was not copied 
onto the recipient. Most of the G418 sensitive Lys+ colonies from the strain containing the 
HphMX insert exhibit the expected hybridization products (Figure 4-2B lanes 3-5). However, one 
of the G418 sensitive Lys+ colonies only showed the donor chromosome signal, indicating that 




Figure 4-2 Gene Conversion Events and BIR Events Compete 
A. Percent of cells surviving DSB induction (61.7 and 54.6 percent for cells without and 
with the HphMX insert respectively) on galactose. Cells surviving DSB were replica plated from 
galactose to G418 and the percent resistant was counted. The percent that retain resistance to 
G418 is shown in orange (Kan+). No cells lacking the HphMX insert retained G418 resistance, 
while 50.5 percent of the cells containing the insert retained G418 resistance. B. Cropped image 
of the PFGE  and southern blot. Southern blot shows the probe hybridization to the donor 
chromosome XI in all lanes (upper band) and absence of the downstream donor sequence in 
Kan+ DSB repair products (right four lanes), as well as the absence of the downstream donor 
sequence in one Kan- product (fifth lane from right), and the presence of the donor sequences 
on the BIR repair product (lanes 2-5). BIR products are slightly different sizes due to the starting 
size of chromosome V being slightly different in different clones. This does not affect the cells’ 






4-3 Distance from Site of Strand Invasion Influences Use of Homology for GC 
Considering that there appeared to be a balance between LTGC and BIR, we asked if 
one of the factors influencing pathway choice was the placement of the homology, as had been 
suggested by Jain et al. (Jain et al. 2009). We hypothesized that homology placed closer to the 
site of invasion would be more likely to be used for a GC event than homology further away. To 
test this we created a second strain where the HphMX insert was moved closer to the telomere. 
In this strain the cell must carry out 55kb of DNA synthesis before encountering the homology of 
the MX region, as opposed to 44kb. As expected, the percent of repair products that retained 











Figure 4-3 Distance from Site of Strand Invasion Influences Use of Homology for GC 
Percent cells retaining G418 resistance after DSB repair for strains containing no insert (0% 
retention), or the insert 44kb, or 55kb away which retained the Kan marker 50.5 and 24.3 






4-4 There is Little Competition for GC from Homology on Other Chromosomes 
To gain further insight into how this distant homology is exerting an effect on the repair 
outcome, we asked whether similar homology on a chromosome uninvolved with repair could 
just as efficiently compete with BIR. To test this we created a strain where a third marker 
containing the MX homology region, NatMX was inserted in unrelated chromosome XII (Figure 
4-4A).  
We then compared BIR and GC outcomes reasoning that if this third piece of available 
homology was competing with the others for a GC event, we would see a decrease in the 
number of Kan+ repair products. We saw no decrease in the number of Kan+ repair products in 
the strain containing the NatMX marker (25.3 and 24.6 percent Kan+ in the HphMX strain or the 
HphMX NatMX strain, respectively) indicating that it does not commonly interact with the 
chromosome undergoing repair (Figure 4-4B).  
To further analyze the repair products, we developed a PCR assay (Figure 4-4C) to 
detect any use of the NatMX homology that was below detection in the plating assay. 24 
colonies were analyzed by PCR using primers designed to detect the three possible outcomes: 
full length BIR, long tract gene conversion using KanMX, or a template switch-like event using 
NatMX homology. Out of the 24 colonies examined, 5 (21%) showed the LTGC, and 1 (4%) 
show the possible use of NatMX, although the size of this band is larger than the expected PCR 
product and may be an artifact.  
The lack of NatMX involvement supports the idea that the two ends of the DSB may 
remain engaged in some way, that promotes GC, and the event is not a template switch-like 
event where the new DNA is released and re-invades at a site of homology elsewhere. If the 
template switch model were the case here we would expect NatMX to engage with HphMX just 




Figure 4-4 There is Little Competition for GC from Homology on Other Chromosomes 
A. Schematic of chromosomes containing inserts. chromosome V and XI are the same as in 
Figure 5-1, and chromosome XII has a NatMX marker 15kb from the telomere. B. BIR percents 
for each strain (24.3, 29.8, and 27.6 for strains containing HphMX, NatMX, or both, respectively. 
Total bars) and percent Kan retention (25.3, 0, and 24.6 for strains containing HphMX, NatMX, 
or both, respectively. Orange segments). C. Left panel showing schematic of PCR primers 
used. Right panel shows PCR products. Top row shows band produced when HphMX is present 
in original location and/or in a full-length BIR product. All lanes show this band. Middle row 
shows bands produced when LTGC occurs. Five lanes show this band.  Bottom band shows 
potential band produced in the case of template switching to the NatMX. One lane may show 




In some situations, one-ended breaks are clearly one-ended, such as eroded telomeres and 
collapsed replication forks. But in other situations it is less clear, and a cell must “decide” how to 
deal with a break and “decide” whether there are two available ends, as well as whether there is 
homology for both ends. We find that in agreement with previous studies (Jain et al. 2009; 2016; 
Mehta, Beach, and Haber 2017) there exists in cells a balance between GC and BIR.  
We show that even over distances of tens of kb, cells can still use relatively small tracts 
of homology (a few hundred base pairs) to capture the extended invading strand and complete 
repair by GC. Distance does influence the cell’s choice of pathway, where the homology 55kb 
away about half as likely to be used by the cell to heal a two-ended break than the closer 
homology 44kb away. 
This GC event happens frequently between the HphMX and KanMX markers but does 
not appear to involve homology on unrelated chromosomes, as demonstrated by the lack of 
interaction between the HphMX and NatMX.  Whether this is because both ends of the break 
remain tethered for some time, or because the KanMX broken end also invades at the HphMX 










5-1 The Particular Sequence Encountered by BIR Can Lead to Mutagenesis  
Typically, homologous recombination has been considered “error free”, however all DNA 
repair events can be a source of errors. Traditional two-ended DSB repair leads to an increase 
in mutations in the area repaired (Hicks, Kim, and Haber 2010), especially if the area is complex 
or repetitive such as a minisatellite (Jeffreys et al. 1994). The healing of one-ended double 
strand breaks by break induced replication is particularly prone to mutagenesis, due to the 
extensive DNA synthesis that occurs without the formation of a full replisome, and the long 
tracts of ssDNA created (Deem et al. 2011). It is important to understand the characteristics of 
mutagenicity in BIR, since BIR has been shown to play a critical role in the survival of cells 
experiencing replication stress (Minocherhomji et al. 2015; Costantino et al. 2014). 
In this study we show that during BIR the particular sequence encountered by the 
migrating D-loop has an effect on the outcome of repair. We found that an ITS located 2.5 kb 
centromere distal to the site of strand invasion can cause termination of BIR synthesis and 
addition of a telomere to the ITS, resulting in a BIR product 67.5 kb shorter than would occur 
had DNA synthesis continued to the end of the donor chromosome. We also show that the 
effects other similar sequences have on BIR can be influenced by the processivity of DNA 
synthesis, where the less processive BIR is, the more mutagenic various sequences can be.   
 
5-1.1 Telomere Formation 
We investigated the mechanism of formation of the telomere, which we considered to be 
either homology directed repair using a natural telomere as a template, or the direct action of 
telomerase at the ITS site. Our data show that truncated chromosomes can be formed even in 
the absence of TLC1, which encodes the RNA template for telomerase. This indicates that HDR 
can be used by the cell to generate a telomere at the ITS. On the other hand, cells lacking 
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nuclear Pif1 -which normally prevents telomerase activity at a DSB- show an increase in the 
frequency of formation of chromosome truncations. This increase was dependent on TLC1, 
which indicates that telomerase can also act at the ITS to generate a new telomere.   
While these data do indeed show that both methods can be used by the cell to form 
telomeres at the ITS, there are several caveats to this conclusion when it is applied to cells, 
since none of the experiments done to determine the origin of the new telomeres could be 
performed in biologically undisturbed cells.   
The first caveat is that the type II survivors derived from the tlc1∆ strain used to 
investigate the requirement for telomerase, have very long and heterogeneous telomeres, up to 
several kb (Teng and Zakian 1999), as well as extrachromosomal telomeric circles (Cesare and 
Griffith 2004). This increase in telomere sequences can provide additional templates for HDR, 
tipping the balance toward HDR; thus, telomerase might play a more important role in 
terminating BIR at the ITS in WT cells than is apparent in the tlc1∆ mutant. Because of the need 
for homologous recombination proteins to initiate BIR, we cannot evaluate the role of HR 
proteins in the generation of truncated BIR products.  
The second caveat of the telomere formation data is the many roles of Pif1 that are 
relevant to BIR. In addition to its role in repressing telomerase activity at DSB ends, Pif1 also 
plays a role unwinding G quadruplexes (Dahan et al. 2018), as well as a role in the processivity 
of Polymerase delta during BIR. To address this second caveat, we investigated whether the 
increase in truncations seen in the pif1-m2 mutant was dependent on telomerase. The data 
from the tlc1 pif1-m2 double mutant did in fact show that the increase in truncations in the 
absence of Pif1 is dependent on TLC1, which helps to clarify that the telomerase inhibitor role of 
Pif1 is in fact why we see the increase in truncation formation at the ITS in the absence of Pif1. 
This supports the suggestion that telomerase can act here. However, as we show in later 
experiments, the pif1-m2 mutation also increases the truncation formation in the strain with the 
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Y’ element insertion, which cannot use telomerase to form telomeres. Therefore, Pif1 must be 
playing at least two roles in the formation of truncations: increasing polymerase processivity and 
decreasing the action of telomerase at the DNA end, and the disruption of either role can 
increase the formation of truncated chromosome products during BIR.  
Even with these caveats, it is still clear that both methods of telomere synthesis can be 
used by the cell. Further experiments would be required to determine which method, if either, is 
dominant in WT undisturbed cells. One approach to address this is the use of a galactose 
inducible mutant TLC1 template. In this experiment, the TLC1 with a different template than WT 
TLC1 would be turned on only during BIR. Colonies with truncations could then be sequenced 
to determine whether the mutant TLC1 sequence or the WT TLC1 sequence was added to the 
newly formed telomere, indicating telomerase activity or HDR, respectively.  
 
5-1.2 BIR Processivity in Truncation Formation 
In WT cells, truncated BIR products are only recovered from the strain with the perfect 
telomere sequence (ITS) inserted on the donor chromosome. When we tested other sequences 
that share homology to the yeast Y’ elements just internal to yeast telomeres, we found these 
sequences did not cause truncated chromosomes to be formed at a detectable level. We also 
found that (GT)32 sequences, which can act as telomere seeding sequences that lack the 
hallmarks of telomeres, such as the ability to form G quadruplexes and bind telomeric proteins 
like Rap1, do not cause chromosome truncations. This indicates that the unique features of the 
telomeric sequence promote truncation events. It is possible however that at a high enough 
sample size a truncation event caused by one of the two inserts would eventually be found in a 
WT background.   
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We also find that Mph1 is required to form chromosome truncations. This requirement is 
consistent with previous studies showing that Mph1 dissociates Rad51-generated D-loops in 
vitro, has a negative effect on BIR, and promotes template switching (Prakash et al. 2009; Luke-
Glaser and Luke 2012; Stafa et al. 2014). We propose that Mph1 dissociates the D-loop when it 
traverses the ITS and the resulting 3’ ssDNA end containing the telomere repeats can be used 
to form a telomere, either by the action of telomerase or by invasion at a natural telomere and a 
second round of BIR.  
Taken together, the sequence specificity of the ITS, and the dependence on Mph1 
indicates that the ITS increases the vulnerability of the D-loop to the activity of Mph1. Further 
research will be necessary to determine if the increased vulnerability to Mph1 disassembly is 
caused by stalling or slowing of the polymerase at the ITS site, or by disruption or deformation 
of the D-loop by the ITS making it easier for Mph1 to disassemble it. Both of these scenarios 
may be caused by tight binding of proteins like Rap1, which has been shown to be disruptive to 
replication at telomeres, or by G quadruplex formation ahead or behind the polymerase in the G 
rich strand opposite the template, or in the newly synthesized G-rich strand.   
Further experiments could be done, such as 2D gels to identify signs of stalled DNA 
synthesis, or ChIP to determine if the polymerase slows or spends more time at the ITS. These 
experiments would be challenging, however, since BIR is asynchronous, but they might yield 
valuable insight into why and how ITSs can cause these telomeres to be formed. Further 
experiments to clarify the role of Rap1 and G quadruplexes would be insightful as well. Rap1 is 
an essential protein and cannot be deleted, but downregulation of Rap1 using a degron system 
or overexpression of Rap1 might reveal a role in truncation formation that could be assessed by 
comparing the number of BIR products with chromosome truncations. Similarly, modulating the 
strength of G quadruplex formation either through changing the sequence of the inserted ITS to 
a stronger G quadruplex forming sequence (Piazza et al. 2015), or by the addition of G 
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quadruplex stabilizing drugs might shed light of the role this DNA secondary structure may be 
playing in the formation of telomeres at the ITS.  
To investigate the role of decreased processivity that may be occurring as BIR DNA 
synthesis traverses the ITS, we impaired the processivity of BIR in two other ways and 
evaluated BIR outcomes. We found that when disruption of BIR is caused by loss nuclear Pif1 
or deletion of POL32, the formation of truncated chromosome products is greatly increased in. 
In addition, the Y’ elements and GT repeats which do not generate chromosome truncations at 
a detectable frequency in WT cells, now gain the ability to terminate BIR. The increase in 
chromosome truncations was greatest in strains containing tracts of GT repeats, that can most 
likely use both telomerase and homology directed repair. Truncations were still seen, though to 
a lesser degree, in strains containing homology to Y’ elements, that can only use HDR and have 
a longer amount of DNA to synthesize before reaching the end of the telomere.  
These experiments are in agreement with earlier studies investigating the outcomes of 
BIR in the absence of Pol32 (Deem et al. 2008; Smith, Lam, and Symington 2009). Both the 
study by Deem et al, and the study by Smith et al. showed more mutagenic outcomes of BIR 
caused by lack of processivity. Smith et al. showed using a CFV assay that 51% of the 
fragments transformed into cells lacking Pol32 underwent a half crossover instead of carrying 
out BIR. Deem et at found using a BIR assay at the MAT locus that half crossovers represented 
>23% of repaired colonies in the pol32 strains.  
It is also important to note that in our system, neither the lack of Pif1 or Pol32 nor over 
expression of MPH1 caused truncations to form at non telomere-seeding locations. This shows 
there is not simply uncontrolled telomere formation at random locations caused by BIR 
disruption or increased telomerase activity, as seed sequence or homology near a telomere was 
still required. In most cases in MPH1 OX, pif1-m2 or pol32, the lack of processivity of BIR simply 
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caused cell death because the cells could not complete the BIR process. These mutations only 
lead to truncated BIR products when there was a telomere seeding sequence.   
The experiments with the Y’ element and GT repeats also provide another piece of data 
that indicates that both methods of telomere synthesis can be used by the cell: The difference in 
number of truncations formed in the strains with the GT repeats vs the y’ element. GT repeats 
can presumably use either method of telomere creation, since telomerase can recognize GT 
repeats, and GT repeats should exist in the natural telomere to provide a homologous site for 
strand invasion and HR. The Y’ element strain however, is not recognized by telomerase as part 
of a telomere, and is forced to only use HDR, and in turn always has fewer truncations. This of 
course also has caveats, most notably that Y’ element homology is less abundant than telomere 
homology, and the DNA to be synthesized is somewhat longer. But the use of 1 vs 2 possible 
methods to create a telomere can be one explanation of the difference in truncation number.  To 
clarify this further, it would be interesting to test these two inserts in a tlc1∆ strain, as well as the 
pif1-m2 tlc1∆ strain.  
 
5-1.3 Similarity and Relationship to Template Switching 
It is difficult to directly compare the frequencies of various other template switch events, 
with the events triggered by the three sequences described in this thesis because each 
sequence has a different amount of homology available in the cell. For example, Smith et al. 
showed that in their chromosome fragment system, template switching happened at least once 
in 15-25 percent of the clones analyzed (Smith, Llorente, and Symington 2007). This template 
switch frequency however is coming from a cell with two copies of the donor chromosome. In 
this case, regardless of where D-loop dissociation occurs, there is a homologous template 
available to switch to, unlike in the ITS study where successful switching can occur almost 
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exclusively in the ITS. This limitation should decrease the frequency of events. However, in our 
ITS study, if dissociation happens at the ITS there are at least 32 other templates for it to switch 
to each of ~250bp, for a total of ~8kb telomere sequences in the cell. This abundance of 
templates might act to increase the frequency again. It is difficult to assess whether the 
truncations seen in the current study occur more or less frequently than random template switch 
by the numbers of ITS-caused truncated chromosomes alone. 
Interestingly, Smith et al. also found template switch events between other sequences. 
In 11 out of 94 transformants analyzed, the CFV was a different size, and in five out of the five 
clones further analyzed, another template switch event had occurred between delta elements, 
which are part of the family of Ty elements that make up 3% of the yeast genome, for a total of 
377kb Ty elements. Ty elements are particularly rich on chromosome III, making up 4.7% of the 
chromosome where this experiment was carried out (Richard, Kerrest, and Dujon 2008; J. M. 
Kim et al. 1998). Switch events between delta elements seem in some ways more like the 
events triggered by the ITS inserts in the current study. The frequency of the switching between 
delta element also seems similar, around 12%, but again the amount of homology available is 
quite different: hundreds of kb in the case of Ty elements, vs 8kb in the case of telomeres.  
When this is taken together, it seems that the ITS is the “perfect storm” for these 
template switch events, while the GT(32) and Y’ elements are each missing at least one of the 
elements: tight protein binding or secondary structure formation, abundance of perfect 
homology in the cell, and the ability to recruit telomerase. These other sequences therefore 
need a “push” in the form of a disruption of the processivity of BIR in order to see the truncation 





We propose that the ITS, while not able to drive the formation of truncated BIR products 
in the absence of D-loop disassembly by Mph1, is still disruptive enough to cause the D-loop to 
be particularly vulnerable to disassembly. This disruption may be caused by secondary DNA 
structures due to the high GC content of the ITS, or to bound telomeric proteins like Rap1. Any 
of these factors might lead to stalling of the polymerase allowing more time for Mph1 to act, or 
malformation of the D-loop making it easier for Mph1 to act. The 3’ end newly released by Mph1 
is then free to form a telomere either through the recruitment and action of telomerase or 
through a second round of invasion and HDR at a telomere (Figure 5-1.3).   
The combination of the ITS being disruptive enough, and having abundant homology 
throughout the cell in the form of 32 telomeres as well as telomerase, allows the ITS to end BIR 
synthesis early by falling prey to the vulnerabilities of DNA synthesis during BIR. This also 
supports why ITSs are not so unstable that they cause regular spontaneous loss of 
chromosome arms: typical S phase DNA synthesis is much less vulnerable and much more 
processive.   
In the case of the GT(32) and Y’ element inserts, they do not appear to be as disruptive as 
the ITS is, and require BIR disruption is other ways such as loss of Pif1 or Pol32 in order to be 
used in the formation of truncated chromosomes. We did not test directly the requirement of 
Mph1 in these non-ITS events, but it seems likely that Mph1 is required here too, particularly 
since loss of Pif1 is known to only prevent the progression of D-loop extension, and not to 







Figure 5-1.4 Model  
Showing proposed steps in the formation of truncated chromosome products of BIR. From top 
to bottom the steps shown are first, stalling or other disruption in the processivity of BIR. At the 
ITS this is shown as the red stop sign, at the other GT(32) or Y’ element inserts this is shown as 
the effects of the loss of Pif1 or Pol32. Second, Mph1 disassembly of the D-loop. Third, 
formation of a new telomere by either direct action of telomerase or homology dependent repair 
(depending on sequence). Lastly, the end product is shown which is similar for all inserts: a 




5-1.5 Broader Applications and Unanswered Questions 
It is possible that other forms of replication stress such as hydroxyurea exposure, which 
depletes nucleotide pools, or polymerase inhibitors such as aphidicolin sometimes used to 
model the replication stress of cancer cells, would also decrease the processivity of BIR and 
result in the formation of truncated chromosome products. It has already been shown that BIR 
may be used in mammalian cells to complete replication of fragile sites during early mitosis, and 
may be responsible for certain rearrangements in breast cancer cells (Minocherhomji et al. 
2015; Costantino et al. 2014). Thus, the tendency of BIR to form these truncations may be 
relevant to mutagenesis in these replication-stressed and vulnerable cells.  
One unanswered question is the effect of the location of the ITS on BIR and truncation 
formation. We originally placed the ITS close to the site of invasion for two reasons: first, 
because we were hoping to “catch” early BIR attempts that might start and “give up” before 
completing BIR, and second, because there is some evidence that template switching occurs 
more frequently early in BIR (Smith, Llorente, and Symington 2007).  When we placed to ITS 55 
kb away from the site of invasion, no truncated chromosomes were found. Whether this is 
because there is some increase in stability of the D-loop later in BIR as has been proposed by 
some or because many more BIR events start BIR than finish BIR, and we did in fact “catch” 
BIR events with the ITS that would be otherwise lost, is unclear. It would be interesting to see if 
there is an incremental decrease in truncation formation if the ITS were placed at various sites 
further from the site of invasion.   
We also considered the effect of a reverse orientation ITS. However we would not be 
able to recover events with telomere addition at this site. To investigate if the reversed 
sequence is in fact disruptive to BIR in any way (as the forward facing ITS appears to be) we 
would have to look for a decrease in BIR survival caused by the disruptive ITS sequence. Given 
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the variability of BIR completion and the small expected decrease in survival, it is unlikely that 
we would see a reproducible decrease, so this was not tested.   
It also appears that cells lacking processivity, such as the pol32, pif1-m2, and MPH1 OX 
strains, have an increase in survival when the strains contain an ITS. This was significant in 
MPH1 OE, (p-value 0.002) pif1-m2 (p-value 0.008) but did not reach significance in the pol32∆ 
strains potentially because the BIR rates were so low. It is possible that the ITS functions as a 
way to end BIR early in these strains, without which the cells simply fail to complete BIR leading 
to overactivation of the DNA damage checkpoint and cell death. Further testing to analyze the 
strength and implications of these data is required. 
 
5-2 Connections Between BIR and GC 
We also addressed the interplay between BIR and GC. This issue has been addressed 
previously in several studies by the Haber and Malkova labs where they showed competition 
between BIR and GC. Mehta et al. in particular studied the extent of homology required, 
showing that less homology leads to more BIR while more homology leads to more GC (Mehta, 
Beach, and Haber 2017). Jain et al.(2009) studied and the distance between the two donors 
required for a two ended break to be repaired as two ended showing that the further the two 
homology donors are, the less likely the cell is to use GC over BIR (Jain et al. 2009). Jain et 
al.(2016) looks into the mechanisms of a proposed checkpoint that the cell uses to “decide” 
whether to carry out GC or BIR (Jain et al. 2016). Deem et al. also showed the GC can be used 
over BIR even in cases of very small tracts of homology (46bp) (Deem et al. 2008). 
The present study did not address the proposed checkpoint, but the data we found 
showing that distance between the two donor homologies influences the repair pathway support 
what was found by these previous studies. Our data also go on to show that GC can be used 
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over an even longer distance than previously showed, and with less homology. Jain et al. 
showed that GC decreases to just under 50% when the two homologies were placed 26kb 
apart. While we showed a similar rate of GC with homologies further away, at 44kb, we showed 
that even at a distance of 55kb, cells will still perform gene conversion close to 25% of the time, 
even when the homology is small, ~300 bp in this case, compared with ~700bp in the Jain et al. 
paper.  
This data combined with our data showing that BIR forms telomeres at the ITS at a 
relatively high frequency of 12%, support the idea that cells “hate” BIR. It seems that all steps 
possible are taken by the cell to avoid BIR and the extensive mutagenicity associated with BIR. 
This seems true even if those steps taken by the cell are also mutagenic, such as very long tract 
gene conversion that creates hybrid chromosomes, and inappropriate telomere synthesis. The 
constant “checking” in the form of D-loop disassembly by Mph1, drives template switching, and 
drives the truncated chromosome products in this study. It is possible that it also drives the 
extremely long tract gene conversion events found, and supports the idea that cells would 
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